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ABSTRACT 

Anthropogenic modification of natural rivers in the form of dams, dredging, or shoreline alteration 

can significantly impede river connectivity. Fish passage plays a significant role in mitigating 

ecological impairment. However, the traditional build-and-test paradigm is cost-ineffective when 

the observed fish passage efficiency performs below expectations. A systematic approach that 

integrates design and evaluation of fish passage before installation is suggested here as a means of 

addressing this challenge. This study proposes a framework that combines fish passage design and 

pre-installation evaluation and implements it in a fish passage project for emerald shiners (Notropis 

atherinoides) in the Niagara River near Buffalo, New York. The proposed fish passage differs 

from other more common structures in that it is based on an unconfined design that allows fish to 

enter or leave the passage at any point along the installation. There are three components of this 

framework: (1) computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling, (2) physical modeling, and (3) 

virtual fish modeling. CFD modeling provides a numerical evaluation of performance of the fish 

passage design. Physical modeling tests the capability of fish passage modular structures to reduce 

the velocities to a range in which the emerald shiners can swim sustainably and to demonstrate 

that fish would choose to swim through the structures. The CFD results show that the 

recommended design achieves the desired lower velocity, and the physical model results also 

indicate that the proposed unconfined fish passage can serve as a shelter for migrating emerald 

shiners. Knowledge of emerald shiner movement and associated hydrodynamic experience in 

complex flows is obtained in the physical modeling through a new comprehensive video data 

analysis scheme, which integrates large-scale particle velocimetry (LSPTV), a fish detection 

model, and a background-foreground subtraction method. LSPTV is employed to compute the 
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instantaneous Eulerian flow field, and the fish detection model and background-foreground 

subtraction method are used to identify fish positions in each video frame. The fish detection model, 

which is based on deep learning, is shown to have a success rate of over 93% in identifying fish 

positions in the video frames. Simultaneous measurements of fish movement and local velocities 

reveal the precise hydrodynamic conditions experienced by fish in complex flow, which provides 

a set of ‘hydrodynamic cues – decision’ pairs. A virtual fish model is developed based on the 

observed fish behavior. The virtual fish is formulated by computing the likelihood of a fish 

choosing one of a set of discrete moving directions at any instant, including holding position, or 

swimming forward, left, or right. The model consists of a multilayer forward artificial neural 

network (ANN) and a convolutional neural network (CNN). The ANN takes temporal information 

such as fish prior swimming speed and direction as inputs, and the CNN takes spatially and 

temporally varying hydrodynamic cues such as velocity, vorticity, turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), 

swirl, and strain rate as inputs. The trained hybrid CNN-ANN virtual fish model has an accuracy 

of just over 60%, when comparing predicted with observed decisions. Also, virtual fish in the 

physical model show similar trajectory trends to real fish swimming pathways, which suggests this 

deep learning technique holds promise in developing a non-parametric virtual fish model. A well-

trained virtual fish can work as a smart agent in numerical modeling of different fish passage 

design candidates to optimize performance. The three components of the framework integrate 

knowledge of hydrodynamics and fish biology systematically, which offers a new approach for 

fish passage design and evaluation before installation. 

xv 



  

   

         

            

          

        

          

      

           

          

           

         

           

         

            

          

         

        

        

          

         

          

        

               

Chapter 1. Introduction 

River connectivity is critical to fluvial ecosystems to guarantee proper energy transport and aquatic 

fauna migration (Allan and Castillo, 2007; Peter, 1998). Human modification in the form of 

artificial constructions such as dams, log jams, culverts, and bridges, can hinder the natural 

longitudinal passage through rivers (FAO/DVWK, 2002). Such impedances to river connectivity 

can cause significant decreases in fish diversity and population (Peter, 1998). To restore a 

compromised ecosystem, necessary actions such as removing existing artificial obstructions or 

constructing facilitating structures need to be taken, as appropriate. The removal of artificial 

constructions for ecosystem restoration is often not practical, however, since these constructions 

provide social and economic benefits for humans (Cowx and Welcomme, 1998). Given this 

constraint, constructing facilitating fish passages in a problem reach is often a preferred alternative 

for improving the river connectivity and benefitting the local ecosystem. 

To construct a successful fish passage, there are two significant components (1) site-

specific and species-specific design, and (2) design evaluation. Fish passage design is a process of 

trial and error with consideration of site-specific characteristics (Clay, 1995). Therefore, it is 

necessary to evaluate the approximate performance of each design candidate quickly. Numerical 

modeling is widely used to assess river connectivity, accounting for temporal and spatial variations, 

which provides a communication bridge between flow hydrodynamics and aquatic habitat 

suitability (Grantham, 2013; Reinfelds et al., 2010). Given the powerful predictive capability, 

numerical modeling is a capable tool in the fish passage design process. 

Successful design of fish passage requires the interplay of knowledge from both 

hydrodynamic and biological fields (Katopodis and Williams, 2012), since fish passage needs to 

provide a habitat preferred by the target species. An assessment for a fish passage in the Tocantins 
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River, Brazil, revealed that certain types of fish passage designs are selective by allowing different 

type of migratory species to migrate upstream (Agostinho et al., 2007). These researchers 

discovered that the fish community structures inside of the fish passage and downstream of the 

fish passage are different, which suggested that certain types of species are more likely to be 

blocked than others. The selectivity of fish passage designs inspires researchers and engineers to 

design and construct species-specific facilities. Thus, a species-related criterion is needed to select 

a recommended candidate out of all options. 

A fish passage connectivity parameter, to evaluate how the designated fish passage region 

is passable for a target migrant species, is proposed in this study as a criterion to select proposed 

structures. This criterion is a function of the sustainable swimming capability of target fish species. 

However, a criterion that involves only fish sustainable swimming capacity is not sufficient to 

finalize an effective fish passage design. For example, while Feurich et al. (2012) showed that 

although a hydrodynamic-only perspective suggested slotted weir baffles inside of a culvert can 

slow down the water velocity more effectively than boiler baffles, laboratory results proved that 

target fish preferred boiler baffles during migration. Therefore, physical modeling that includes 

the presence of fish is essential to test whether fish would utilize a proposed fish passage structure 

during migration. 

In physical modeling, fish react to complex flow created by installed fish passage structures. 

There are two benefits of physical modeling of fish passage structures (prior to on-site installation): 

(1) it provides information on the degree to which the design creates the desired flow field, and (2) 

real fish behavior can be observed during the experiments. It is valuable to obtain real fish-flow 

interaction behavior during migration, which has the potential of helping ecologists or engineers 

investigate fish passage habitat preference and how the fish react to flow patterns created by fish 

2 



  

            

            

         

              

          

            

           

            

            

        

          

             

           

            

             

            

            

         

            

       

        

           

       

passage structures. To do so, a comprehensive experimental laboratory technique and data analysis 

scheme that allows simultaneous measurement of flow motion and fish pathways is needed. The 

real-time fish flow interaction observations not only help researchers determine whether target fish 

species prefer habitat created by a particular fish passage design, but also provide a dataset to 

develop a virtual fish model, which also can play an important role in fish passage design. 

A virtual fish model is a numerical surrogate that learns from real fish experience and 

integrates biological information within the model, thus, it can be used to evaluate fish passage 

candidates numerically before installation. A fish passage is not only a passageway but also a 

habitat. The environmental hydrodynamic characteristics serve as indicators to show whether a 

certain habitat is preferred by fish or otherwise. Field observations and laboratory experiments 

have shown that the current speed, hydrostatic pressure, illumination level, and physiological 

conditions of the fish could exert influence on the preferred choice of stream habitats (Lucas and 

Baras, 2001; Pavlov et al., 2000). A fish is a multi-modal sensory organism, and altered flow 

characteristics may force the fish to change behavior in order to cope with corresponding complex 

flow environments (Liao, 2007; Montgomery et al., 2000). Visual cues and lateral line sensing 

provide inputs for fish decision making during migration (Dijkgraaf, 1962; Liao, 2007; Pavlov et 

al., 2000). There is, however, no deterministic biological model available to approximate the 

decision making process, due to lack of a comprehensive theoretical foundation for predicting fish 

(or any kind of animal) behavior. Here, a statistical model is proposed that simulates common fish 

swimming behaviors such as making turns and swimming straight forward during migration. The 

statistical model is based on supervised machine learning algorithms, forward artificial neural 

network (ANN) and convolutional neural network (CNN), which enable the model to learn from 

data and predict future fish decisions based on perceived inputs. A well-trained statistical model 

3 



  

         

             

       

         

       

        

           

        

             

            

             

          

         

            

           

         

             

           

           

        

            

                

         

serving as a virtual fish that is coupled with numerical modeling of a proposed fish passage 

provides a significant tool for fish passage design. The virtual fish trajectories in the numerical 

space can assess the performance of proposed fish passage design. 

The numerical modeling, physical modeling and virtual fish model form a complete 

framework to design and evaluate a site-specific and species-specific fish passage. In this study 

this framework is applied to evaluate a fish passage design for emerald shiners (Notropis 

atherinoides) in the upper Niagara River near Buffalo, New York. Emerald shiners are a common 

prey fish in Lake Erie and the upper Niagara River in Western New York and Canada, and they 

play a vital role in the local ecosystem (see Appendix. A). Field observations have shown that a 

large number of emerald shiners are often found massed in a recess along the seawall at Broderick 

Park (Fig. 1.1). It is believed that these fish are attempting to swim upstream, but numerical 

modeling and field measurements have suggested that high water velocities resulting from river 

dredging and channelization of the riverbank form a hydrodynamic barrier for their upstream 

migration (Allen et al., 2017; Delavan et al., 2017). The habitat connectivity of emerald shiners is 

thus disrupted, which impedes the completion of their life cycle (Schlosser and Angermeier, 1995). 

Thus, there is great interest in designing and constructing a fish passage structure along the 

engineered seawall to address this potential ecological problem. The goal of this study is to design 

a site- and species-specific fish passage for emerald shiners in this area and to evaluate its 

performance via physical modeling and development of virtual fish. This work serves as a 

proposed template for a framework of fish passage design and evaluation. To design an effective 

fish passage and assess its performance, a set of research questions are presented as follows: 

1. How can we design a fish passage structure that provides an effective route given the 

limited space along the seawall? Broderick Park is a historic site, which requires 
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restricted projection of additional structures (fish passage in this case) into the water from 

the seawall. The length of seawall is around 230 m. The fish passage structures are allowed 

to protrude into the water a maximum of 0.3 to 0.6 m. The extreme ratio of length over 

width provides a challenge on the design of the fish passage. This project sheds new light 

on the idea of designing fish passage within limited space and also while considering 

constraints associated with repair of the seawall. A seawall repair plan is being developed 

due to the progressive degradation by large velocity flow. 

2. Will emerald shiners use the proposed fish passage? Baffles are usually employed in 

fish passage to dissipate the river kinetic energy and therefore to slow down the current 

velocity, to create passable routes for migrants. However, turbulence generated by baffles 

also can influence the fish passage performance. Therefore, it is critical to investigate 

whether fish are able to navigate through the flow field generated by the proposed fish 

passage design using physical modeling. The results provide insights on appropriate 

hydrodynamic environments that are suitable for migrant fish inside of the fish passage 

structure. 

3. If so, what is the real fish experience in terms of hydrodynamics during fish swimming? 

Fish path-choosing behavior while swimming upstream, accounting for instantaneous local 

flow conditions, is informative, and can indicate fish preference to habitat created by a fish 

passage option. To collect the true hydrodynamic environment along while recording fish 

decisions is a challenging task, and the present study proposes a possible methodology. 

4. Can a virtual fish that learns from real fish experience in a fish passage be developed? 

If so, can it be used to evaluate fish passage performance? A virtual fish is a smart 

numerical fish surrogate that behaves similarly as real fish do in terms of migration in a 
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given flow environment. Developing a model that perceives and processes what a real fish 

experiences during swimming is critical for the success of a virtual fish. The underlying 

decision-making mechanism cannot be determined directly, and non-parametric statistical 

modeling is used instead. 

A framework of fish passage design and evaluation, integrating computational fluid 

dynamics (CFD) modeling, physical modeling, and virtual fish model is proposed (Fig. 1.2) to 

answer these research questions coherently. As this figure presents, this project entails the 

following: 

• Computational fluid mechanics (CFD) modeling of the proposed fish passage candidates 

at the study site. According to fish passage connectivity, a recommended fish passage 

design that can slow down the flow velocity in the designated fish passage area is reserved 

for physical modeling. 

• Physical modeling of modular blocks (baffles) in recommended fish passage. The 

objectives of physical modeling are (1) to test whether recommended fish passage 

structures will attract emerald shiners and allow them to pass through the recommended 

fish passage, and (2) to obtain real fish hydrodynamic experience during swimming. A 

laboratory experimental technique and a comprehensive data analysis scheme are proposed 

to obtain fish movement and the associated instantaneous flow environment. This 

laboratory setup and techniques are introduced in Chapter 2, which answers research 

question 3. The CFD modeling and physical modeling results of recommended fish passage 

design in limited space for emerald shiners are presented in Chapter 3, which answers 

research questions 1 and 2. 
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A virtual fish model is developed using a deep learning technique to learn from real fish 

experience obtained during the physical modeling. The virtual fish model is coupled with a time 

series of Eulerian field hydrodynamic conditions from the physical modeling to demonstrate what 

it has learned from real fish. This virtual fish model development to answer the question 4 above 

is discussed in Chapter 4. 

Chapter 5 presents a brief summary and conclusions of the study, including a listing 

of contributions obtained. 
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Fig. 1.1 Study site of fish passage for emerald shiner (Notropis atherinoides), (a) The Niagara 
River, Lake Erie and Lake Ontario; (b) Upper Niagara River; (c) Reach around the Broderick 
Park; and (d) The velocity barrier along the seawall of the Broderick Park. 
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      Fig. 1.2 Framework for fish passage design and evaluation 
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Chapter 2. Simultaneous measurement of turbulent velocities and 

fish movement in complex flows using large-scale particle 

tracking velocimetry and convolutional neural network 

ABSTRACT 

Knowledge of fish movement and path choices in complex flows is critical for fish passage design. 

Yet this behavior is seldom integrated into the design process, which may be due to the lack of 

empirical data. This chapter proposes an image-based data analysis scheme to simultaneously 

measure flow and fish motion as a means of addressing this issue. Using video segments collected 

in a laboratory setting, large-scale particle tracking velocimetry (LSPTV) is employed to compute 

the instantaneous Eulerian flow field, and a fish detection model and background-foreground 

subtraction method are used to identify fish positions in each video frame. The fish detection model 

uses deep learning with an architecture based on a faster regional convolutional neural network 

(Faster R-CNN). This methodology and architecture are shown to have a success rate of over 93% 

in identifying fish positions in the video images. Simultaneous measurements of fish movement 

and local velocities reveal the precise hydrodynamic conditions experienced by fish in complex 

flow, which provides a set of ‘hydrodynamic cues – decision’ pairs. The results also confirm that 

the instantaneous flow field experienced by fish during migration is significantly different from 

the time-averaged field, which has been used in previous studies. The experiment and data analysis 

methods proposed here offer a new approach to examine fish-flow interactions in complex 

hydrodynamic environments and provide an important tool for effective fish passage design. 

Keywords: 

Fish Passage; Large-scale PTV; Fish Detection; Fish Path Choices; Deep Learning 
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2.1. Introduction 

River connectivity is critical for aquatic ecosystems to guarantee proper energy transport and fauna 

migration (Allan and Castillo, 2007; Peter, 1998). Human exploitation in the form of artificial 

constructions such as dams, log jams, and bridges can hinder natural longitudinal passage in rivers 

(FAO/DVWK, 2002). Artificially constructed fish passages, however, can restore compromised 

river connectivity and reinstate fish diversity and population (Clay, 1995). Properly designed, these 

passages should provide environmental hydrodynamic conditions preferred by fish (Tullos and 

Walter, 2015). Thus, it is critical to understand hydrodynamic characteristics within a fish passage 

and how target species react to these characteristics and the surrounding environs (Castro-Santos 

et al., 2009; Jonsson et al., 2009). 

When evaluating fish passage designs, physical and numerical experiments can be used to 

test the efficacy of various alternatives. Physical experimentation of all possible conceptual 

designs, however, is too costly and may not be feasible. Unfortunately, well-proven design 

principles for fish design are not generally agreed upon, and much design is based on informed 

intuition or ad-hoc procedures (Brownell et al., 2015; Schilt, 2007). Moreover, there is little if any 

post-project analysis, so information on the success of any particular design is limited (Agostinho 

et al., 2002). 

This paper introduces an image based method as a component of a numerical model that 

can predict fish behavior and path choices as a basis for fish passage design. The underlying 

hypothesis is that beneficial choices for fish passage can be better designed if fish behavior in 

response to different designs can be properly simulated. Previous work in this area includes the 

development of deterministic individual-based models (IBMs) to predict how fish choose 

swimming paths in a free water body or fish passage (Gao et al., 2016; Goodwin et al., 2006). 
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Although it is recognized that fish respond to a number of stimuli, these models have focused on 

response to hydraulic characteristics, and this is the approach followed here. In IBM models, a 

virtual fish follows predetermined ‘stimuli-response’ rules to choose optimal paths. Goodwin et al. 

(2006) proposed that migrating fish respond to changes of strain, velocity, and pressure. Gao et al. 

(2016), however, concluded that their target fish are sensitive merely to the distribution of 

turbulent kinetic energy (TKE). Fish behavior may be species-specific, therefore the rules 

employed in these studies need not be the same. 

The biological foundation for these rules is based on the assumption that both genes and 

environment influence animal behavior (Breed and Sanchez, 2010). The gene components 

contribute to path-choosing decisions and habitat preferences are species-specific (Harding et al., 

1998), such as swimmers in a high velocity flow environment preferring to avoid a region of less 

turbulence (Sullivan, 2004). The process of conversion from perceived environmental cues to 

animal behavior, however, is not well understood (Churchland and Sejnowski, 1992; Marblestone 

et al., 2016). Considering the complexity of the mechanisms behind this conversion process, it is 

not possible to build a comprehensive deterministic model, and IBM models may be biased in 

choosing particular ‘stimuli-response’ rules. 

An alternative method is a statistical model inspired by biological processes that map 

environmental variables that correspond to fish behavior without the need to pre-define “stimuli-

response” rules. The behavior map is developed from learning specific fish path-choosing actions 

as they migrate upstream. The development of such a statistical behavior map involves an 

ontogeny component, in which the development process is an interactive activity of fish with their 

surrounding environment. Thus, obtaining environmental hydraulic information simultaneously 

with fish path-choosing behaviors is critical for the development of this statistical model. 
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Hydraulic data can be obtained with commonly used techniques such as acoustic Doppler 

velocimetry (ADV), particle image velocimetry (PIV), and particle tracking velocimetry (PTV; 

(Cea et al., 2007; Qiao et al., 2016; Sayeed-Bin Asad et al., 2016; Song and Chiew, 2001). ADV 

can be used in both laboratory environments and field studies, and it is known for its high accuracy 

(Kraus et al., 1994; Lohrmann et al., 1994; Voulgaris and Trowbridge, 1998). ADVs, however, 

provide measurements at only one point. To obtain spatial characteristics, Taylor’s “frozen 

turbulence” hypothesis is usually applied, which may not hold for complex flow in or near fish 

passage structures (Webb et al., 2010). PIV and PTV are non-intrusive measurement techniques 

that can quantify temporal and spatial distributions of velocity simultaneously (Adrian, 1991; Nezu 

and Sanjou, 2011). Conventional PIV and PTV are mainly laboratory techniques, which have been 

used to investigate relatively small study domains, with scales on the order of 10-3 - 10-1 m (Sayeed-

Bin Asad et al., 2016). However, PIV systems have two limitations for use in the study of fish-

flow interactions: (1) the study domain may limit fish behavior types during upstream migration; 

and (2) the presence of a strong laser may introduce an unquantifiable external influence on fish 

behavior. An extension of these procedures is the use of large-scale PIV (LSPIV) to measure 

velocity vectors covering flows with scales up to 10 to 104 m (Fujita et al., 1998; Muste et al., 

2014). The goal of measuring flow and fish movement simultaneously is to study how fish respond 

to surrounding hydrodynamic cues. It is critical to use a relatively small number density of seed 

particles (relative to PIV) and an expanded study domain in which target fish species can clearly 

express behavioral responses to complex flow stimuli created in the fish passage that can be 

captured by camera. Thus, large-scale particle tracking velocimetry (LSPTV) is preferred in this 

application. 
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Methods for recording fish movements and trajectories can be radio-based or video-based. 

Radio-based methods include using radio-telemetry or passive integrated transponders (PIT), 

which have been extensively used in field and laboratory studies (Bunt et al., 2000; Harding et al., 

1998; Haro et al., 2008; Larinier, 1998). Video-based methods have been used to capture fish 

locomotion (Lauder and Madden, 2007) and swimming trajectory (Goettel et al., 2015; Rodriguez 

et al., 2011). Goettel et al. (2015) manually tracked all fish filmed traversing an experimental flume 

section. A 10 x 10 mm grid background was drawn on the flume floor to define fish location, and 

interpolated fish coordinates were used when a fish was not exactly on grid nodes. Rodriguez et 

al. (2011) applied computer vision and an artificial neural network (ANN) to locate the center of 

mass of a fish in each frame. A redundant ANN-segmented framework was used to detect fish 

automatically. However, the method is not sufficient for the present application for two reasons: 

(1) the method only handles clean images, which were taken underwater, and no PTV elements 

were included, so the footages are devoid of light glare and tracking particles; and (2) the reported 

recall value of 0.69 indicates there are still over 30% of the fish that cannot be detected 

automatically. Taking advantage of recent improvements in artificial intelligence in the field of 

computer vision (Girshick et al., 2014; Lecun et al., 2015), and motion detection, a new fish 

tracking method coupling convolutional neural network and real-time motion tracking method is 

proposed in this study. 

Techniques to examine fish movement in complex flow environments fall into two 

categories. The first is to measure the instantaneous flow environment and fish behavior separately 

or in difference locations, and the fish movement is later superimposed over the domain of flow 

measurement for further analysis on how a fish reacts to its environment (Standen et al., 2004; 

Tritico and Cotel, 2010). The second is to measure time-averaged flow characteristics and fish 
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movement separately. For example, Goettel et al. (2015) used an ADV to quantify the flow field 

and tracked fish trajectories by digital camera in the same flow configuration but at different times. 

Either of these techniques provides data on fish-flow interaction, although the observations of 

hydraulic variables and fish movement are separated. Flow motion and fish movement 

measurements observed at different times or locations tell an incomplete story of turbulent flow 

and corresponding fish behavior, which was proven numerically by Circular and Flows (2002). 

Thus, measuring turbulent velocities and fish movement in complex flows simultaneously is 

critical to learn how fish behavior changes according to hydrodynamic cues. 

Synchronizing the measurements of flow and fish movement has rarely been attempted. 

Liao et al. (2003) simultaneously measured Kármán vortex shedding from a D-shape cylinder and 

the body movement of trout. Two cameras were used: one recorded fish movement from beneath 

the flume, and the other recorded laser-lit particles from overhead. These data showed that a trout 

‘surfs’ on the edge of vortex pairs and extracts energy from them while holding station behind a 

cylinder. This finding indicates that a turbulent environment could have a positive influence on 

fish swimming. Siddiqui (2007) proposed a scheme to use PIV to measure a two-dimensional (2-

D) velocity distribution around a freely swimming fish. In this experiment, a 6.5 cm long goldfish 

(Carassius auratus) was restricted to swim in a transparent box 30 cm long, 8 cm wide, and 20 cm 

high. As the laser fired, the fish crossed the laser sheet several times during the 5-minute 

observation period. The scheme successfully detected the vortices shed from fins and tails across 

the laser sheet. There are two drawbacks, however, in using PIV to document fish behavior. First, 

the Nd:YAG laser is high energy, so there is potential to harm the fish or affect fish behavior as it 

encounters the sheet. Second, the small field of view afforded in PIV can limit the study domain. 

In the work of Siddiqui (2007), for example, the field of view of the freely swimming goldfish was 
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only 10 x 7.4 cm. In a fish passage, it is critical to determine how the target fish react to complex 

flow created by proposed structures in a relatively larger domain (on order of 1 to 10 m). Thus, a 

new scheme is needed to eliminate the potential harm from a high-energy laser and to provide a 

large study domain. 

In this study, a new comprehensive framework synchronizing the measurements of flow 

motion and fish movement in a passage is presented. The study is motivated by the need to design 

a fish passage for emerald shiners (Notropis atherinoides) in the upper Niagara River near Buffalo, 

New York. In the following section, the experimental setup to collect raw videos is demonstrated. 

In Section 3, the data analysis scheme and its application to obtain fish trajectory and associated 

instantaneous hydrodynamic characteristics are described, and in Section 4, the advantages of the 

methodology presented are elaborated to better understand fish behavior in the context of fish 

passage design. This framework also can be applied to provide training datasets for the 

development of statistical models for predicting fish path-choosing behavior in proposed fish 

passages. 

2.2. Methodology 

2.2.1 Fish Collection 

Emerald shiners were collected at the Great Lakes Center, Buffalo State College, from the upper 

Niagara River, Buffalo, NY, USA. They were kept in an aquarium maintained at room temperature 

with a capacity of approximately 1.15 m3 and were fed twice every other day. The shiners were 

transported to the Geomorphology Laboratory at the University at Buffalo via a 5-gallon bucket 

on the same day as the experiments were conducted. After arriving at the laboratory, the fish were 

first kept in the bucket until the temperature difference between bucket water and flume water was 

within 1 oC, at which time they were placed into the experimental flume. The flume was filled with 
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conditioned tap water and the fish were acclimated for 30 minutes in the flume before a test was 

started. 

2.2.2 Experimental setup 

2.2.1.1 Flume Facility and LSPTV System 

The experimental flume is 7.32-m long, 1.11-m wide, and 0.30-m deep (Fig. 2.1). The length of 

the flume was divided into three regions: (1) the developing flow region, (2) the field of view of 

fish migration, and (3) the downstream region. Three nets with a square mesh of 2.5 by 2.5 cm 

were installed along the length of the flume to maintain fish in region 2. Nets 1 and 3 were placed 

at the upstream and downstream limits of the flume, respectively, to prevent fish from swimming 

into the head or tail boxes. Fish were released, usually one at a time, in the region near net 3, and 

filmed as they swam upstream into the test section. Net 2 was placed to define the upstream limit 

of the test section (region 2). Different fishway designs can be placed in the test flume using 

different blocks as shown in Fig. 2.2, but for the present results a single configuration is used for 

demonstration. Flow at the upstream end of the flume is not adjusted to the slope and roughness 

of the flume, and undergoes a transition to approximately uniform open channel flow conditions 

over the first several meters. Net 2 roughly divides this transition or flow developing region from 

region 2, and its location also maintains fish position in the field of view of the camera (Fig. 2.1). 

The water depth is approximately 0.05 m in this region, which is around one body length (BL) for 

an adult emerald shiner. This relatively shallow water depth ensures that fish movement is limited 

to two dimensions, which facilitates the experimental process. Three sump pumps are installed in 

the sump at the tail end of the flume. During experiments, a maximum flowrate of 0.0347 m3/s is 

achieved, producing a depth-averaged velocity in the test section of approximately 0.625 m/s, 
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which is greater than the normal sustained swimming speed of the shiner. 0.40 m/s. as previously 

noted. 

LSPTV and motion detection are employed to quantify the flow and fish movement, 

respectively. The LSPTV system comprises an overhead frame, image capture equipment, and 

light sources (Fig. 2.1). Low-density polyethylene (LDPE) pellets with diameter of 3 to 5 mm are 

used as seed particles, and these were painted with a black latex paint. The density of LDPE pellets 

is 0.91 to 0.94 g/cm3 so that they floated on the water surface. The particles were distributed on 

the water surface manually in the flow developing region (between Nets 1 and 2). A digital video 

camera was suspended overhead. The light source is four LED lights with extendable stems, which 

can provide long exposure times for the camera required during data collection. The image capture 

system consists of a CMOS camera, SONY RX10II, and a high speed SanDisk storage card. In the 

configuration used, the camera has a viewing area of approximately 1.32 m (lateral, Y direction) 

by 2.35 m (longitudinal, X direction). The images were collected at a constant frequency of 120 

Hz with high definition pixel resolution 1080 by 1920. The digital scale is approximately 1.20 

mm/pixel, and each particle covers 9 to 12 square pixels. 

2.2.2.2 Regions in Flume for Fish Migration 

As shown in Fig. 2.2, two types of trapezoidal blocks were used: an attached block (A Block), 

which is attached to the flume wall, and an offset block (O Block), which is slightly removed from 

the flume wall at a distance equal to its width. The blocks partition the flume in the general field 

of view into six regions, in which the target species emerald shiner can navigate during upstream 

migration. The limited area along the open side of the flume is the flume edge. The open area 

between the flume edge and the blocks is the open channel. The area between two consecutive O 

Blocks is a passage area. The immediate area behind (downstream of) an individual block (either 
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O Block or A Block) is a wake region. The confined area between an O Block and its closest flume 

edge is termed the inside channel. The area between the inside channel and an A Block is 

considered a resting area. In addition, the immediate external side of an O Block is considered to 

be part of the passage area. Fish are expected to exploit the regions related to trapezoidal blocks 

while swimming upstream. 

2.2.3 PTV Analysis 

A proprietary software package Streams (v.2.03) was used to calculate velocities from the images 

captured by the overhead camera (Nokes, 2014). All images are inverted so that the particles are 

characterized with high pixel intensities. The particles are identified using criteria for particle 

shape (ellipse with long axis up to 5 mm, short axis up to 4 mm) and pixel intensity. Particle 

tracking analysis is a two-step process, which consists of a cross correlation strategy and a local 

velocity strategy. Cross correlation is based on the cross-correlation of the intensity field of 

interrogation windows in two consecutive frames, and is used to determine the likelihood that a 

candidate particle (p2) in frame 2 is the same particle (p1) in frame 1 (Hassan et al., 1992), 

quantified using a correlation coefficient. Local velocity strategy is employed to estimate the 

goodness of a match between p1 and p2, based on a predicted location of p2, thus serving as a 

filter (prune) for incorrect matches generated from the cross correlation strategy. The Eulerian 

instantaneous velocity field is calculated only if the particle matches exist in both previous and 

subsequent frames, which constitutes a three-frame particle tracking process (Cierpka et al., 2013). 

The Lagrangian velocity field of all moving particles is cast onto a fixed grid with spacing of 15 

mm in both X and Y dimensions. The velocity interpolation employs a Thiessen-triangle-based 

scheme, and a time series of the Eulerian velocity field in the region of interest is computed. In 

general, higher particle number density improves uncertainty in these calculations (Nokes, 2014). 
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Fig. 2.1 Schematic illustration of flume and LSPTV system. Upper panel is a plan view. Flow 
direction is from left-hand side to right-hand side. Modular blocks are set in middle of the flume. 
Lower panel is A-A cross-section view of the flume. Left-hand side is a head box filled with tap 
water. Right-hand side is a tail box with sump pumps. Flume has water depth approximately 5 cm. 
Overhead frame in the middle hold camera, and lights in the LSPTV system. 
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Fig. 2.2 Blocks used for fish passage design and their placement in the general field of view. In 
the general field of view, the flume is divided into passage area, inside channel, resting area, wake 
and open channel. 
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2.3. Results 

2.3.1 Data Analysis Scheme 

The data collected during experimental trials are video clips used to record the movement of fish 

and floating particles. A data analysis scheme is proposed to resolve fish trajectory frame-by-frame 

and to compute instantaneous two-dimensional (2-D) surface velocity from the same set of video 

clips. The overall scheme and detailed procedures are outlined in Fig. 2.3. Before conducting any 

quantitative examination, frames sampled from video clips need to be corrected for distortion 

caused by imperfection of the lens and the optical sensor of the digital video cameras. The 

corrected frames are analyzed for PTV and fish detection. In addition to calculating the flow field, 

a new fish detection model is developed to determine fish location frame by frame. 

2.3.1.1 Image Preprocessing 

Image preprocessing includes three steps: (1) image correction; (2) glare removal; and (3) contrast 

enhancement. Each camera has intrinsic characteristics that cause radical distortion due to lens 

imperfections and tangential distortion due to imperfections in the assembly of lens and image 

sensor. Therefore the distortion within each frame of the video clips must be corrected using the 

inherent camera matrix (Bradski and Kaehler, 2008). An open source computer vision library 

OpenCV (v.2.4.8) was used to conduct the image correction process. Generally, any planar pattern 

can be used as a calibration object to remove image distortion (Zhang, 1999). For this process, a 

chessboard with 9 by 6 squares is printed on paper and attached to a flat surface, then a set (22) of 

images of the chessboard is taken by the camera. With the images, an intrinsic matrix and a 

distortion coefficient vector can be calculated for image correction purpose. The frame dimensions 

from the raw videos are 1920 in width by 1080 in height. After correcting for distortion, image 

dimensions are changed to 1916 in width by 1071 in height. 
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The water surface works as a mirror to reflect strong incident light during experiments, so 

glare patches exist on each frame of the raw video clips. Glare removal is necessary to improve 

image quality for further fish detection and PTV analysis. To do this, the raw frame in RGB color 

space is converted into HSV space, where H is hue, S is saturation, and V is brightness. Glare is 

characterized by low color saturation and high brightness. Pixels with low saturation values (with 

a threshold set to 180) and high brightness value (with a threshold set to 240) are considered glare 

and reconstructed with surrounding pixels. These threshold values were picked to maximize the 

glare removal effect for better image quality. They are dependent on light conditions of the 

experimental facility, and were evaluated using a “trial-and-error” procedure. 

The final preprocessing step is to increase the local image contrast so that the floating 

particles and swimming fish can be identified easily by both human eyes and models. The contrast 

limiting adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) method was applied via OpenCV for this 

purpose (Zuiderveld, 1994). The image preprocessing results are demonstrated in Fig. 2.6. 

2.3.1.2 Fish Trajectory 

The goal in fish tracking is to locate the fish in every frame of the collected video clips, and two 

pipelines (sequences of steps) are required (see Fig. 2.3). In pipeline A, the first step is to train an 

object detection model that can recognize the target fish species and return the location of fish in 

each frame. In this study, the architecture of the object detection model is a faster regional 

convolutional neural network (Faster R-CNN) with a deep residual network with 101 layers (He 

et al., 2016; Ren et al., 2017). Preprocessed frames are used in the trained model, which can 

determine bounding boxes with coordinates of identified fish in each frame. The specific 

procedures are summarized in Fig. 2.4. This process was performed through the Tensorflow object 
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detection application programming interface (API). Based on the fish location bounding boxes, 

interrogation masks were generated for subsequent use. 

In pipeline B, a foreground-background subtraction technique is applied (Kaewtrakulpong 

and Bowden, 2001). This technique can find all moving objects in each frame, including fish and 

noise such as floating particles, glare, and some unknown particulates. All the moving objects are 

returned in the form of binary blobs. The criterion used to identify fish from the binary blobs is to 

look for objects with an aspect ratio between 2 and 8, where aspect ratio is the ratio of length of 

the rotated rectangular box to its width. Visual noise can compound the problem by partially 

blocking fish, and glare on the water surface with a similar aspect ratio can be falsely identified as 

fish. Thus, applying the aspect ratio criterion is insufficient to identify fish when there is much 

noise present, and an important step for locating fish accurately in the form of binary blobs is to 

remove the noise. The interrogation masks with information of a fish’s approximate location in 

each frame can function as noise filters, so that the moving objects outside of the bounding boxes 

of fish can be excluded. After filtering the noise, application of the aspect ratio criterion can 

accurately locate the fish blobs and fish centroids can be easily determined. Fish swimming 

trajectory is determined by connecting fish centroids frame-by-frame. 

2.1.3.1.2.1 Fish Detection Model Training and Inference 

The fish detection model is a deep learning model that was pre-trained on common objects in 

context (COCO) and fine-tuned with a new training dataset from this study. Taking the 

speed/accuracy trade-off into consideration, the faster regional-convolutional neural network 

(Faster R-CNN) is chosen for the meta-architecture of the fish detection model (Huang et al., 2016; 

Ren et al., 2017). Within the Faster R-CNN meta-architecture, Resnet-101 was selected as a feature 

extractor (He et al., 2016). The input is a set of annotated images, among which the target species 
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emerald shiner is marked with a bounding box. The annotated image set is fed into a convolutional 

neural network architecture Resnet-101 for feature extraction. In the fourth set of convolution 

layers a region proposal network (RPN) is run to identify regions that are possible candidates for 

the target species. If RPN determines that a region is an object instead of background, its bounding 

box (coordinates of the upper–left corner of a rectangular region, and its width and height) is 

proposed accordingly. After this step, the proposed bounding boxes are fed into a region of interest 

(RoI) pooling layer, which generates a set of region proposals. Each region proposal is fed into the 

final layer of Faster R-CNN architecture to determine which class it belongs to and its bounding 

box. 

During training, the loss function that is minimized comprises a classification error and a 

regression error. The classification error measures object classification accuracy and regression 

error measures the discrepancy of predicted and annotated bounding boxes (Ren et al., 2017) .The 

model training started with a pre-trained base Faster R-CNN with Resnet-101, and was fine-tuned 

during the training on an annotated emerald shiner dataset. The pre-trained base model was trained 

on COCO (Lin et al., 2014), which contains approximately 3.28´105 images with 2.50´106 

annotation instances in 91 categories. There is no fish category in the COCO dataset. The features 

learned by a base model, however, can be transferred to a new task and perform well (Yosinski et 

al., 2014). The success of the fish detection model proves the feature transferability between 

images from various categories. The fish detection model was built on the Tensorflow Object 

Detection API (Huang et al., 2016), which required two steps for model training: (1) image 

annotation for the training dataset; and (2) model configuration. 

Image annotation is a process of marking the target species in each image with a bounding 

box. In this study, this process is conducted using a free application RectLabel. The dimension of 
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each image for model training is 638 by 535 pixels, which is 1/6 of a preprocessed image. This 

approach preserves the relative size of an emerald shiner in the image, so its resolution can be 

preserved while being fed into the model. The annotated training dataset contains 2,950 images, 

of which 80% (2,360 images) are used for training, and the remaining 20% (590 images) are used 

to evaluate model performance. Training and evaluation datasets are converted to a binary record-

oriented format TFRecord, which is used by the TensorFlow object detection API during the 

training process. 

Model configuration includes building a label map file that contains object name and 

associated ID, and constructing a configuration file that specifies the number of object classes in 

the new model training task, the paths to training and evaluation dataset, and fine-tuned checkpoint 

of the pre-trained base model. The hyperparameters of the model, such as region proposal 

generator scales and aspect ratios, number of maximum proposals, optimizer, learning rate, batch 

size, and so on, can be adjusted. In this study, all the model hyperparameters are default values. 

After training, a fish detection model Tensorflow graph is exported for future inference. 

As demonstrated in Fig. 2.5, undistorted frames (1916 by 1071 pixels) are divided into six equal 

images (638 by 535 pixels) and fed into the fish detection model inference graph consecutively. 

The fish detection model is expected to mark emerald shiner location and to output the associated 

bounding box if the target species is present in any small image. The use of small images makes 

the emerald shiner relatively large with respect to each input image so that its resolution can be 

preserved, which gives the model more information to make a prediction. Other researchers have 

noted that high resolution input increases model detection performance on small objects (Huang 

et al., 2016). This technique slows down the process of fish detection prediction, but it significantly 

increases the detection performance. 
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Fig. 2.3 Flowchart of experimental data analysis. It contains three sections: (1) image 
preprocessing, PTV analysis and fish trajectory. At the end, a fish trajectory in instantaneous 
flow field is generated. 
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2.3.1.2.2 Moving Object Detection 

The fish detection model can provide a bounding box for an emerald shiner in each frame, but the 

bounding box cannot accurately determine the fish centroid. A foreground-background subtraction 

technique is employed to obtain this information. First, all preprocessed images are assembled into 

a video. Second, the Gaussian mixture-based background-foreground segmentation algorithm is 

applied to obtain all moving objects. The algorithm considers each pixel of the image as an 

independent statistical event, and fits the pixel intensity over several consecutive frames with a 

mixture of K Gaussians (Grimson et al., 1998), where K is an arbitrary number set to 5 (default by 

OpenCV 2.4.8 implementation) in this study. The likely background is composed of pixels that 

are static, which form tight clusters in the pixel intensity space. In contrast, the likely moving 

objects form long loose clusters due to the change in the pixel during movement (Kaewtrakulpong 

and Bowden, 2001). This process returns all detected moving objects in the preprocessed video in 

binary format, which includes floating particles, swimming fish, and glare. It is difficult to identify 

fish from all these moving objects, given that the target species are of a comparable size with 

aggregated particles and residual glare patches. Applying interrogation windows from the fish 

detection model onto the returned moving objects from the background-foreground segmentation 

significantly simplifies the search problem. Inside the interrogation windows, the binary blobs with 

largest aspect ratio are considered fish blobs and the associated mass centers are returned as fish 

locations in each frame. 
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Fig. 2.4 Fish detection prediction procedures, which include model training, and fish location 
prediction with the trained model; frame dimensions are reported in pixels. 
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Fig. 2.5 Diagram of Faster R-CNN object detection model with feature extractor model Resnet-
101. For model training, images with annotated emerald shiner locations are passed into the 
pipeline. Resnet-101 extracts input image features, and a regional proposal network (RPN) 
determines where a patch is background or fish. If it is a fish, its bounding box is learned. 
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2.3.2. Application of the Data Analysis Scheme 

In this section, data analysis results in each step are presented using an example of emerald shiner 

migration in the physical model. In the video clip employed, the fish first swam upstream in the 

open channel, then moved toward the passage area (with blocks), and then swam upstream along 

the immediate external side of A Block and arrived in the resting area between O Block and A 

Block, and then they entered the inside channel. 

2.3.2.1 Image Preprocessing 

A sample result of each of the three steps of preprocessing is shown in Fig. 2.6. Fig. 2.6a is a 

sampled frame from the raw video, showing the trapezoidal blocks, floating particles, and emerald 

shiner. The emerald shiner is approximately 5-cm long and 1-cm wide, which is about 60 pixels 

long and 12 pixels wide in the 1920 by 1080 pixel sampled frame. In this case, it is difficult to 

identify the fish location by eye. A rectangular box is used to denote the fish location. Light 

reflection also degrades the image quality. Fig. 2.6b shows the sampled frame after correcting for 

camera distortion, and Fig. 2.6c shows the result of glare removal and contrast enhancement of the 

raw sampled frame. Particles and the fish can now be seen in the image background. 

2.3.2.2 PTV Analysis and Fish Trajectory Analysis 

The preprocessed images are passed to the PTV and fish trajectory analysis pipelines, and the 

results are shown in Fig. 2.7. In the PTV analysis pipeline, the (inverted) images are filtered as 

shown in Fig. 2.7a, so the potential particles are characterized with high pixel intensity values. 

Then a dual-threshold Gaussian particle identifier is applied to the filtered image to identify 

potential particles. The identifier needs a peak threshold intensity to locate the particles, and an 

edge threshold intensity to govern particle size, thus pixel patches of particles are identified. A 2-

D Gaussian fit is applied to a pixel patch to compute the associated particle position. The peak and 
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edge threshold intensity depend on light conditions and camera settings in the experimental facility, 

and appropriate values are determined using a trial-and-error procedure. The identified same 

particles in two consecutive images are matched (as shown in Fig. 2.7d), and an instantaneous 

water surface velocity is estimated (Fig. 2.7g). 

The fish trajectory analysis goes into two pipelines as shown in Fig. 2.3. In pipeline A, the 

preprocessed images are fed into the trained fish detection model, which return the bounding box 

of the target species (Fig. 2.7b). The bounding box (upper right) shows that the model has 99% 

confidence to determine that the corresponding sub-region contains the target species. Thus, the 

bounding box coordinates are returned, and an interrogation mask can be constructed (Fig. 2.7e). 

In Fig. 2.7e, the white region is the interrogation window, and the remaining black region is 

neglected when identifying fish centroids. In pipeline B, the background-foreground subtraction 

algorithm identifies all moving objects in the water surface (Fig. 2.7c). Applying the interrogation 

mask in Fig. 2.7e onto Fig. 2.7c, nearly all of the non-fish noise can be removed (Fig. 2.7f) and a 

manageable base to locate the fish centroid is obtained. The binary object with maximum aspect 

ratio in Fig. 2.7f is considered a fish blob, whose centroid is shown in Fig. 2.7h. By overlapping 

Fig. 2.7g and Fig. 2.7h, the fish location in its associated instantaneous flow field is shown in Fig. 

2.7d. Thus, using the same set of images, both the instantaneous hydrodynamic field and fish 

position are obtained using the data analysis procedure proposed in this study. 
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Fig. 2.6 Preprocessed sampled image at t = 0.05 s. a. shows the sampled 
raw image, and b. shows the undistorted image, and c. shows enhanced 
image, in which objects such as fish and particles are relatively clearer. 
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Fig. 2.7 Instantaneous velocity and fish centroid in sampled frame at t = 0.05 s. a. shows filtered 
preprocess image, b. shows found emerald shiner and its location, c. shows all moving objects in 
the image, d. shows matched particles in 3 consecutive frames (green lines indicate particle paths), 
e. shows integrative mask corresponding to fish location in b. f shows fish location among all 
moving objects in c. g. shows instance velocity computed from matched particles in e. h. shows 
fish centroid. i. shows fish instant location in instant flow field. 
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2.4. Discussion 

True instantaneous and simultaneous flow measurements and corresponding fish measurement and 

behavior provide a new perspective for researchers to examine fish-flow interaction. Eddies from 

flow interaction with objects or baffles in rivers are ubiquitous, thus such complex flow motions 

can significantly affect fish swimming behavior (Webb et al., 2010). One of the fundamental 

questions considered in this field concerns the relationship between flow and fish, and the effects 

of turbulence on fish swimming behavior. There are two general answers to this question: (1) fish 

take advantage of the turbulence and reduce effort by extracting energy from vortices (Liao et al., 

2003); or (2) fish swimming performance can be impaired by the presence of turbulence (Pavlov 

et al., 2000). The methodology proposed here can contribute to this discussion by directly 

measuring the reaction of fish to their local hydraulic environment and hydrodynamic stimuli. 

2.4.1 Fish Detection Model Performance 

State-of-the-art deep learning techniques are employed in this study to identity fish position from 

complex and noisy video images. The bounding boxes returned by the model are used as 

interrogation windows to select fish out of all the moving objects in the video clips. Model 

performance can be measured by recall, which is defined as 

|{*+",-*.*"+ .*/ℎ} ∩ {3!"/",- .*/ℎ}|
!"#$%% = (1.1) |{3!"/",- .*/ℎ}| 

Recall quantifies the proportion of fish in the video clips that are correctly identified. The fish 

detection model produces fish bounding boxes and associated confidence scores, which denote the 

likelihood that the region within the bounding box is an emerald shiner. The threshold value of 

selecting the returned bounding boxes as interrogation windows is set to 0.90. All bounding boxes 

with a higher confidence score than the threshold value are preserved. To calculate the recall of 
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the fish identified model, evenly sampled frames from four video clips collected from four 

different experimental trials were tested with the fish detection model. There are 1693 sampled 

frames from the four video clips, among which the target fish are correctly identified in 1588 

frames, resulting in a recall value of 0.938 (or 93.8%), which is significantly higher than the value 

of 0.69 reported by Rodriguez et al. (2011). Fish size matters for the fish identification model 

performance. The average size of a region that contains a fish is around 55 by 25 pixels. The recall 

value shows that 93.8% of fish can be correctly identified from noisy images of 1914 by 1070 

pixels. The fish detection model can be used to detect any type of fish, as long as the model is 

trained on images with annotated objects of interest. Intuitively, improved model performance is 

expected for larger target species. With an average length of 5 to 7 cm, the emerald shiners are 

considered a relatively small fish. A fish object accounts for merely 0.0067% of a noisy image in 

terms of area, however, the feature extractor Resnet-101 in the fish detection model R-CNN still 

captures its characteristic and reports its location. The model performance validates the power of 

this deep learning technique for civil and ecological engineering applications. The model can be 

further trained to identify additional fish behavior such as bursting and position holding. 

2.4.2 Instantaneous Hydrodynamic Environment 

The fish path-choosing behavior in a complex flow environment determines whether a particular 

fish passage design will succeed. Researchers typically study fish behavior or fish path-choosing 

behavior based on pseudo-hydrodynamic environmental measurements (Goettel et al., 2015; 

Tritico and Cotel, 2010). In those studies, the hydrodynamics were measured by either ADV or 

PIV techniques without the presence of fish, which raises the question of whether non-concomitant 

measurements can provide an accurate representation of what the studied target species actually 

experience during migration. For example, Fig. 2.8a shows several sampled fish locations, and the 
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surrounding instantaneous velocity fields. Fish sensory radius is around 1.35 to 1.45 standard 

lengths (Coombs, 1999), thus each sampled velocity field in Fig. 2.8 is chosen to be 3 body lengths 

(BL) by 3 BL (15 cm by 15 cm). Standard length is fish BL measured from the tip of the jaw to 

the posterior end of the last vertebra. Fig. 1.8b shows the fish trajectory overlaid with a time-

averaged flow field. The black dots represent the sampled fish locations. Fig. 2.9 compares the 

instantaneous velocity field and time-averaged velocity field at three sampled instants. There is a 

pronounced difference in both velocity magnitude and direction between the instantaneous and 

time-averaged velocity fields, thus confirming the finding that the fish-experienced flow 

environment is considerably different from the mean flow (Circular and Flows 2002). 

Fish utilize the lateral line system to receive and filter surrounding hydrodynamic 

information for a variety of activities such as prey detection, predator avoidance, schooling 

behavior, communication, and spatial orientation (Bleckmann, 1994; Klein and Bleckmann, 2011). 

The canal neuromasts in the lateral line system serve as a high-pass filter, which can refine the 

received signal (Janssen, 2004). Some surface-feeding fish react to water surface waves from 10 

Hz to 250 Hz, which suggests that a subtle temporal water movement variation can be detected 

(Bleckmann, 1980). Experimental studies also have showed that fish can detect the presence and 

frequency of a Kármán vortex street (Chagnaud, 2006; Chagnaud et al., 2007). Therefore, a 

temporal-spatial hydrodynamic field surrounding the target fish can provide a complete set of 

critical cues in the study of fish-flow interactions. Researchers that use time-averaged flow fields 

as hydrodynamic cues of fish behavior may reach incorrect conclusions. 

Although the present study advances experimental capability to incorporate actual local 

conditions, it also should be noted that the tests here are limited to 2-D behavior. Three-
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dimensional behavior can be developed once measurement techniques are developed to obtain 3-

D fish pathways and flow fields simultaneously. 

2.4.3 Uncertainty of Measurements 

The new image-based data processing method is robust for the retrieval of instantaneous velocity 

measurements and fish coordinates from noisy video images. There are, however, two sources of 

uncertainty that should be considered. One source is from the experimental setup. The accuracy of 

PTV measurements depends on the density and distribution of seed particles. The manual 

distribution of particles used here hardly guarantees homogeneous distribution, thus, portions of 

the water surface with fewer particles may be characterized by a less accurate instantaneous 

velocity field than areas with more particles. A second source of uncertainty is the particle 

identification process. Particle identification requires a peak threshold value of pixel intensity and 

an edge threshold value. These two values depend on light conditions in the experimental facility. 

Therefore, trial-and-error must be employed to determine the appropriate threshold values. Also, 

the camera is on top of the center region of interest (ROI) in the flume, so the recorded particles 

near the edge of the ROI appear to be less bright and therefore less recognizable, which increases 

the uncertainty of the velocities obtained for those regions. 
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Fig. 2.8 Instantaneous and time-averaged hydrodynamic environment the fish experienced at 
sampled instants. Upper panel shows instantaneous hydrodynamic environment fish experience at 
multiple given instants. Lower panel shows time-averaged flow environment surrounding fish 
during upstream migration (from right-hand side to left-hand side). 
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Fig. 2.9 Detailed velocity fields at sampled instants in instantaneous and time-
averaged format at three instancts. 
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2.5. Conclusion 

To quantify the hydrodynamic flow environment surrounding a fish during migration, a new 

comprehensive framework for conducting experiments and data analysis is proposed. This new 

approach couples the particle tracking velocimetry, convolutional neural network and motion 

tracking techniques. It enables the simultaneous measurements of flow motion and fish movement 

and swimming trajectory. LSPTV allows researchers to study 2-D complex hydrodynamics created 

by fish passage design candidates in experimental settings. The new fish detection model is able 

to recall over 90% of fish locations in the same video clips as used for LSPTV analysis. A fish 

detection model coupled with a background-foreground subtraction method produces a fish 

trajectory analysis that includes reliable fish path-choosing information. 

In addition, the instantaneous velocity environment a fish experiences during migration 

can be significantly different from the time-averaged flow field, especially near objects in the flow. 

The fish path-choosing data associated with a hydrodynamic environment provide a complete 

picture of the hydrodynamic stimuli in the flow field and fish reactions and behavior essential to 

animal behaviorists and ecologists. These data pairs are critical for building statistical models 

predicting fish path-choosing behavior in future studies (see Chapter 4). These quantified fish 

experiences within complex hydrodynamic flow fields can be integrated into fish passage design 

to significantly improve passage success. 
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Chapter 3. Unconfined Fish Passage Design and Assessment for 

Emerald Shiners in Upper Niagara River 

ABSTRACT 

Human modification of natural rivers in the form of dams, dredging, or shoreline alteration can 

significantly impede river connectivity. Along the Niagara River near Buffalo, New York, high 

flow velocity due to the presence of an engineered seawall poses challenges for a local prey species 

(emerald shiners, Notropis atherinoides) to migrate upstream to Lake Erie. This chapter proposes 

an unconfined fish passage design to facilitate migration of relatively small fish upstream in a large 

river, and uses a pre-installation evaluation strategy based on computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 

and physical modeling. CFD provides a numerical evaluation of the performance of the passage 

design, and the physical model tests the capability of modular structures comprising the proposed 

fish passage to reduce the velocities to a range in which the emerald shiners can swim sustainably 

and to demonstrate that fish would choose to swim through the structure. A fish passage 

connectivity criterion is proposed and used to select a recommended design out of all trials. The 

CFD results show that the recommended design achieves the lowered velocity result, and the 

physical model results also indicate that the proposed unconfined fish passage can serve as a shelter 

for migrating emerald shiners. This chapter explores a new approach to fish passage design and a 

new metric of evaluating its performance, based on connectivity of passable regions, and it works 

as an example of effectively integrating fish passage with bank stabilization. 

Keywords: 

Fish passage, Niagara River, Emerald shiners, Numerical modeling, Fish passage design 

evaluation 
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3.1. Introduction 

River connectivity is critical to fluvial ecosystems to guarantee proper energy transport and aquatic 

fauna migration (Allan and Castillo, 2007; Peter, 1998). Human modification in the form of 

artificial constructions such as dams, log jams, culverts, and bridges, can hinder the natural 

longitudinal passage of fish through rivers (FAO/DVWK, 2002). Such impediments to river 

connectivity can cause significant decreases in fish diversity and population (Peter, 1998). To 

restore a compromised ecosystem, necessary actions such as removing existing artificial 

obstructions or constructing facilitating structures need to be taken. The removal of artificial 

constructions for ecosystem restoration, however, is often not practical, since these constructions 

also provide social and economic benefits for humans (Cowx and Welcomme, 1998). Construction 

of facilitating structures in a problem reach is often a preferred alternative for improving the river 

connectivity. Ideally, these structures also can benefit the local ecosystem. 

Emerald shiners (Notropis atherinoides) are common prey fish in Lake Erie and the upper 

Niagara River in Western New York State and Canada, and they play a vital role in the local 

ecosystem. Field observations have shown that a large number of emerald shiners are often found 

massed in a recess along the seawall at Broderick Park (Fig. 1.1). It is believed that these fish are 

attempting to swim upstream, but numerical modeling and field observations have suggested that 

high water velocities resulting from river dredging and channelization of the riverbank form a 

hydrodynamic barrier for their upstream migration (Allen et al., 2017; Delavan et al., 2017). The 

habitat connectivity of emerald shiners is thus disrupted, which can impede the completion of their 

life cycle (Schlosser and Angermeier, 1995). This situation is the motivation for the present study. 

Fish passage construction emerged as an early endeavor to improve river connectivity in 

Europe as far back as the 17th century (McLeod and Nemenyi, 1940). With the construction of 
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large hydropower dams in the late 18th century, the demands for fish passage design and 

installation grew quickly, and fish passage developed into a subset of hydraulic engineering 

practice (Clay, 1995; McLeod and Nemenyi, 1940). A fish passage is a facility that assists fish to 

migrate either upstream or downstream through a water system. Upstream fish passages allow 

target fish species to overcome physical barriers such as the sudden water elevation change at dams 

or hydrodynamic barriers such as high velocity along riverbanks. Downstream fish passages 

prevent the target fish species from being damaged by hydropower station intakes (Clay, 1995). 

This study concerns upstream fish passage. 

Conventional upstream fish passage designs fall into three categories: baffle chute fish 

passages, pool and weir fish passages, and fish lifts (Brownell et al., 2015; Clay, 1995; Travade 

and Larinier, 2002). Baffle chute fish passages reduce the hydrodynamic energy impeding fish 

passage by installing a series of baffles on both sides and bottom of the channel, creating a passable 

chute in the center. Common baffle chute fish passages include Denil fish passage and Alaska 

steeppass (Bates, 2000; Clay, 1995; Katopodis et al., 1997). Pool and weir fish passages dissipate 

the hydrodynamic energy using a series of baffles and pools. The baffles are placed in series along 

the length of the flume to form pools, which provide the necessary hydrodynamic conditions for 

the target fish species. The fish are expected to navigate from pool to pool, allowing the fish to 

rest in between strenuous sections. Common passage designs of this type include basic pool and 

weir passage, pool and orifice passage, vertical slot passage, serpentine offset wall passage and 

nature-like fish passages. For the pool and weir type, weirs work as a series of baffles by dividing 

the flume into pools. Hydrodynamic energy is dissipated pool by pool, and the fish are expected 

to swim over the weirs at burst speed and rest in the pools during upstream migration (Ead et al., 

2004; Monk et al., 1989; Rajaratnam et al., 1989). For the pool and orifice type, the weirs are 
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higher than water elevation, and there are orifices in the bottom of the weirs that serve as passages 

for the fish (Boiten and Dommerholt, 2006). In vertical slot passages, the pools are connected by 

vertical slots on the baffles, and the fish are expected to burst through the slots (Jackson, 1950; 

Rajaratnam et al., 1992). The serpentine offset wall passages are similar to the vertical slot 

passages, where the offset walls on two banks of the flume form passable openings in the form of 

vertical slots. This particular design can be implemented at sites with higher slope. Fish lift works 

as an elevator for a tank of fish captured at the downstream section of a river obstruction. Each of 

these designs is literally a confined flume, or water chute with enclosed spaces. Baffles and 

openings inside of the chute create passable routes for fish. Due to field conditions and historical 

cultural considerations in the present study, lateral projection of a fish passage structure into the 

river is restricted, so a confined-flume-type fish passage cannot be used. 

Successful fish passage design requires site-specific and species-specific objectives. These 

objectives can vary to some extent in different regions, depending on local laws and regulations, 

or professional convention. For example, the Fisheries Act in Canada requires that habitat 

compensation practices follow a no net loss (NNL) principle, meaning a proposed fish habitat 

project that offsets negative effects caused by human activities needs to ensure the local productive 

capacity of the habitat is not compromised (Quigley and Harper, 2006). Castro-Santos el. al. (2009) 

proposed transparency of a barrier area in river habitat as the objective of fish passage. In other 

words, the passage should create an environment that appears completely natural to the fish, and 

should allow fish to migrate up- and down-stream of the passage without delay, excessive energy 

costs, injury, or stress. Inspired by this concept, the objective of fish passage for the present study 

is set to provide a passable habitat along the Broderick Park seawall that allows emerald shiners 

to migrate upstream. Specific design criteria are chosen in terms of providing a sufficiently low 
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flow velocity, at which the emerald shiners are able to swim at sustainable speed, and moderate 

turbulence, which exerts no excessive stress on the fish. As described further below, the target 

speed is chosen so that, on average, 50% of the shiner population is expected to successfully swim 

upstream. 

Evaluation of fish passage projects is critical for facility management, maintenance and 

improvement. Despite substantial investment into fish passage installations worldwide (Clay, 

1995), the majority of fish passage structures lack any kind of performance assessment (Agostinho 

et al., 2002). Moreover, a large number of established fish passages have failed in the past half 

century (Mallen-Cooper, 1999; Noonan et al., 2012), indicating lack of a well-defined successful 

design protocol. A fish passage is characterized as having failed if the facility is not used by the 

target species at all or the structure becomes an ecological trap (Pelicice and Agostinho, 2008). An 

ecological trap would provide the exact opposite of fish passage objectives, i.e., it would lead to 

reduction of the fish population. 

Post-evaluation of fish passage efficiency is critical to assess whether the facility works as 

intended and to make any necessary adjustments (Knaepkens et al., 2006; Lundqvist et al., 2008 

(Naughton et al., 2007). Post-evaluation for different types of fish passages also can provide 

knowledge for future development. For example, Bunt et al. (2000) found that the Denil fish 

passage performed extremely poorly in helping walleyes migrate through barriers, as the observed 

passage efficiency was zero. Stuart and Berghuis (2002) discovered that vertical-slot fish passage 

characterized with spacious rest pools and moderate turbulence perform effectively for fish 

upstream migration in a subtropical coastal river. Knaepkens et al. (2006) assessed the pool-and-

weir fish passage efficiency for bullhead (Cottus gobio), perch (Perca fluviatilis) and roach 
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(Rutilus rutilus), and found that this design completely failed to allow small-bodied bullheads to 

migrate upstream. 

The goal of this study is to design a site-specific and species-specific fish passage for 

emerald shiners in the Niagara River along the seawall at Broderick Park. As described above, this 

passage should be unconfined, that is, a separate chute cannot serve under the conditions present. 

Physical constraints such as ability to connect to and be supported by the existing seawall structure 

also had to be considered. Given the relatively common experience of failure, or less than optimal 

performance as noted above, a design approach is proposed that emphasizes pre-evaluation. 

Numerical and physical experiments are performed to better inform the design process and provide 

quantitative expectations of the impact the passage structure should have. Computational fluid 

dynamics (CFD) modeling is used to evaluate connectivity of the passage in terms of areas with 

sufficiently low velocities, and a physical modeling experiment is used to demonstrate that the 

proposed design does in fact reduce velocities, and that the fish will choose to swim in the passage 

region. Each of these steps is proposed as an important component of pre-evaluation, to improve 

the probability of success of the proposed facility. 
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3.2. Methodology 

3.2.1 Study Site and Design Constraints 

The study site is located in the upper Niagara River along the seawall of Broderick Park, Buffalo, 

New York (Fig. 1.1). The Niagara River connects Lake Erie to Lake Ontario (Fig. 1.1a). The 

volumetric flow rate ranges from 5650 to 7260 m3/s, which results in a large mean flow velocity 

(0.80 ~ 1.20 m/s) along the relatively smooth engineered seawall (Allen et al., 2017; URS 

Corporation, 2005). Large numbers of emerald shiners are often found in a recess area downstream 

of the seawall (Fig. 1.1d). Their attempts to swim upstream along the seawall are impeded by the 

velocity barrier, since river velocities are considerably greater than the average fish sustained 

swimming speed. In a recently completed study it was found that approximately 50% of the fish 

population would be able to swim sustainably at 0.40 m/s, and this criterion was chosen as the 

design goal (Atkinson et al., 2018). That is, the design of the fish passage structure is to reduce the 

velocities in a region near the wall to approximately 0.40 m/s, with the expectation that about half 

of the emerald shiner population would be able to swim upstream, whereas none of the fish are 

currently able to do so. The seawall, from the recess to the Bird Island Pier rip-rap, is 230 m long, 

and there is no appreciable elevation difference. 

Design constraints were identified by stakeholders and include the following: 

1. Limited projection into water. Due to aesthetic and structural constraints for attachment to 

the seawall and to minimize exposure to ice, the fish passage structures are allowed to 

protrude into the water a maximum of 1 to 2 ft (0.3 to 0.6 m); 

2. Maintenance. The fish passage structures will be the property of the city of Buffalo, which 

requires that there should be little or no maintenance after installation; 
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3. Robustness. The fish passage structures are required to survive ice load impact in the upper 

Niagara River, and 

4. Integration. The fish passage design must be integrated into ongoing restoration plans for 

the seawall, and work as a functional part of that wall. 

3.2.2 Numerical Modeling 

3.2.2.1 Shallow Water Model Development 

A prerequisite for the design of the fish passage structure is to obtain the hydrodynamic details 

over the region of interest. Observed flows in this area are reported by Allen et al. (2017) and in 

order to evaluate proposed passage designs a numerical model is developed The characteristic 

vertical scale of the upper Niagara River D is of order 4(10 8), and its characteristic horizontal 

length scale L is 4(10:~10< 8), so D/L << 1. Therefore it is reasonable to consider the upper 

Niagara River using a shallow water model (Pedlosky, 1987). A shallow water model reduces the 

three-dimensional fluid motion into a two-dimensional (2-D) domain where only horizontal 

motions are considered, and all model variables are depth-averaged. Allen et al. (2017) developed 

a 2-D shallow water model of the upper Niagara River to investigate potential hydraulic barriers 

for emerald shiners, and that model is adopted as a starting point for this study (see section 3.2.3). 

The simulations were performed with the FLOW-3D package (Flow Science, 2014). Allen et al. 

(2017) considered three flowrates for analysis, based on high, medium, and low Lake Erie water 

levels that were exceeded, on average, 10%, 50%, and 90% of the time, respectively. That model, 

however, consistently underestimated the total flowrate when compared to historical data for the 

same Lake Erie water levels, by approximately 12.8% for all water level scenarios. Consequently, 

the predicted depth-averaged velocity also was underestimated, as demonstrated in comparison 
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with acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) measurements obtained by the USACE (Allen et 

al., 2017). This result was particularly evident in the region along the Broderick Park seawall. 

3.2.2.2 Model Enhancement, Calibration and Validation 

To enhance and improve the numerical results, further model runs were conducted with refined 

river bed geometry along the Broderick Park seawall and adjustment of drag coefficients for the 

river bed and rip-rap along the Bird Island Pier (Table 3.1). Riverbed drag coefficient plays 

significant role in the model performance. It was adjusted via trial and error, and its influence on 

volumetric flow rate was checked against with historical values during the process. The historical 

values of discharge is calculated according to a stage-discharge relation developed for the open-

water (no ice) flow period (Crissman et al., 1993). The refined river bathymetry file was generated 

using a point cloud file that integrated the survey points derived from the NOAA harbor navigation 

map used by Allen et al. (2017), augmented with detailed survey points provided by the USACE 

Buffalo District. That survey was conducted in 2011 and provides measurements on a 2 m (lateral) 

by 4 m (longitudinal) grid. 

The calibrated model results of volumetric flow rate are shown in Table 3.2, and the results 

of model validation velocity are presented in Fig. 3.1, which shows that the simulated and 

measured depth-averaged velocities are in reasonable agreement. 
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Table 3.1 Drag coefficients of components in the 2-D shallow water model. 

Component Surface Type CD in Allen et al. (2017) CD in This Study 

Riverbed Bedrock 0.0031 0.005735 

Broderick Park Seawall Wood 0.00093 0.00093 

Bird Island Pier Rip-rap Rip-rap 0.09379 0.09379 

Fish Passage Structure Concrete N/A 0.00405 

Table 3.2 Volume flow rate comparison of newly calibrated shallow water model to model results 
from Allen et al. (2017) and historical data. 

Scenario 

10% exceedance 

This Study 
(m3/s ± SD a) 
7200±20 

Allen et al. (2017) 
(m3/s) 
6392 

Historical Data b 

(m3/s) 
7206 

50% exceedance 6430±20 5675 6402 

90% exceedance 5270±40 5009 5650 

a. it indicates 1 standard deviation of flow rate after model reaching steady state. 
b. Historical data are estimated according to the empirical stage-discharge relation = = 3821(A − 
556.43)G.H, H is the free surface elevation (in feet) at Fort Erie (Crissman et al., 1993). 
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Fig. 3.1 Depth-average velocity comparison between ADCP measurements 
and model simulation results 
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3.2.2.3 Model Refinement 

The initial calibrated model has a grid mesh of 2 m by 2 m, the same as in Allen et al. (2017). For 

present purposes the grid size is reduced to be comparable to that of the fish, which is on the order 

of 50 to 70 mm. It is desired to produce hydrodynamic output on a scale close to the fish size, in 

order to better simulate the environment experienced by the fish. It is, however, impractical and 

unnecessary to simulate the entire river with a much smaller grid. Instead, a nested model approach 

is used in which the area of direct interest near the seawall is simulated with the finer mesh, see 

Fig. 3.2. The finer mesh was generated in a series of steps starting with the initial 2 m mesh, in 

which successively finer meshes were tested, until the desired resolution was achieved. Results 

from the original 2 m model runs are used to provide boundary conditions for the more finely 

resolved nested region. Velocities and water surface elevations were checked in the nested region 

for consistency with the larger mesh model. The final nested grid size is 8 cm by 8 cm. 

3.2.2.4 Fish Passage Geometry 

Fish passage structures were designed in SketchUp and exported as a stereolithography (.STL) file. 

Netfabb was used to check and repair any potential errors due to non-manifold (non-closed) 

geometry created during design process in the .STL file. After repair, the .STL file was imported 

into FLOW-3D as part of the model geometry. The design consists of four types of modular blocks 

(Fig. 3.3a). Types 1, 2 and 3 are blocks with isosceles trapezoidal cross-section. Types 1 and 3 are 

meant to be installed off the wall (“offset blocks”) and have a width of 0.30 m, and type 2 has a 

width of 0.25 m and is attached to the seawall. Type 4 is a head block with triangle cross-section, 

which is installed at the upstream end of the fish passage region, near the junction with the Bird 

Island rip rap area (Fig. 1.1c). Modular blocks type 1, 2 and 3 are submerged in the river to a depth 

of approximately 0.50 m, and have a vertical length of about 2 m (water depth along the seawall 
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is in the range of 4 to 6 m). It is not necessary for the structure to extend to the bed, since the 

majority of shiners are observed to swim in the top 2 or 3 m. Along the 230-m seawall, multiple 

configurations of modular block groups are employed, and details of each group configuration are 

shown in Fig. 3.3b. This design is the result of over 20 trial-and-error attempts, each one simulated 

by the CFD model based on the high water level flows, until a configuration of blocks was found 

that provided the desired velocity conditions. 

The surface properties of geometry components in the 2-D shallow water model are 

characterized by drag coefficients, as listed in Table 3.1. 

3.2.3 Physical Modeling 

In the physical model, two types of isosceles trapezoidal blocks are used in the fish passage design, 

see Fig. 3.3c. As previously noted, the goals of the experiments were not to provide a scaled 

representation of the chosen passage design, but rather to demonstrate that designs based on 

installation of modular trapezoidal blocks are capable of providing an environment with the desired 

slower water velocities, and also that the fish would choose to swim in the passage area. Among 

other issues, it is not possible to scale the fish, for a true scale model. Details of the physical 

modeling, including basic setup, observational techniques, fish handling, and other components 

are described in chapter 2. The desired configuration of blocks for the final design is determined 

using the numerical model, as noted above. 
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      Fig. 3.2 Nested grid for numerical model refinement. 
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Fig. 3.3 Configuration and dimensions of groups of modular blocks. (a) Modular blocks dimensions in recommended 
fish passage; (b) Configurations of all groups in recommended fish passage; (c) Modular blocks dimensions in physical 
modeling. 
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3.2.4 Fish Passage Connectivity 

Habitat connectivity of the designated fish passage area is a critical feature of fish passage 

performance. The potential performance of a fish passage design may be quantitatively evaluated 

by considering the spatial connectivity of regions created within the passage where the design 

water velocity is maintained. Spatial connectivity is defined here by the joint probability of an 

individual emerald shiner passing through each cross-section of the passage, 

()* 

(1) ! = $ %&' ,-./0112//⁄3̅(,6 ; 1(9: 
()+ 

where N is the number of cross-sections of the fish passage defined in the model, i indexes the 

cross section, j indexes the cell of each cross section (i.e., for each cross section along the seawall 

there are several numerical model cells extending normally from the wall), and 

%&' ,-./0112//⁄3̅(,6 ; 1(9: is the maximum probability of an emerald shiner passing through cell 

j at cross-section 1( of the designated fish passage area. 3(,6 indicates the depth-averaged velocity ̅ 

in cell ; of cross-section 1(. The probability of emerald shiners passing through a cross-section is 

defined as 

1 >? 3̅ ≤ 40 1C// 
(2) -./0112//⁄3̅(,6 ; 1(9 = <−0.01187 ln.3̅(,6K9 + 0.9922 >? 40 < 3̅(,6 ≤ 75 1C//

0 >? 3̅ > 75 1C// 

This is an empirical result based on emerald shiner swimming capability test data from recent 

experiments conducted at the University at Buffalo (Atkinson et al., 2018). If 3(,6 is below 40 m/s, ̅ 

the cell is considered as passable with a probability of 1. With an increase of the velocity magnitude, 

the probability of passing through a given area decreases, and it is considered not passable when 
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the velocity is higher than 75 cm/s. Thus, any design in which any section is impassable (velocity 

everywhere in the cross-section exceeds 75 cm/s) would have g = 0, and that design would not be 

chosen. The fish passage connectivity is used to select recommended fish passage design in the 

trial and error process, with higher values of g being preferable. Note also that g values are in 

general larger for lower flow rates. 
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3.3. Results 

3.3.1 The Recommended Fish Passage Design 

A design consisting of a series of attached and offset blocks was chosen as satisfying basic 

constraints associated with the seawall and its planned repair. Different configurations of blocks 

were tested in a trial-and-error fashion using the CFD model, and a connectivity value (eqn. 1) was 

calculated for each candidate design. The fish passage connectivity value of the recommended 

design is 0.604, which indicates that the probability of an emerald shiner passing through the 

designated fish passage region is estimated to be at least 60%. The recommended design is shown 

in Fig. 3.4. Each component of the design consists of three basic modular blocks in various 

configurations, as shown in Fig. 3.3b. The configuration of modular blocks is closely related to 

the local river depth, and adjacent flow conditions. The longitudinal spacing between blocks is one 

block length, or 1.5 m. The vertical extent of the blocks is 2 m, which is considered to extend into 

the river far enough to coincide with the normal swimming environment of the shiners, which has 

been observed to be normally in the top few meters of water depth. The starting point of the fish 

passage is the seawall recess, and the end point is the junction of the seawall with Bird Island rip-

rap. Field observation and model results confirm that the region along the Bird Island rip-rap is 

characterized with low velocity for which the emerald shiners are able to migrate upstream. Thus, 

the goal of the unconfined fish passage is to attract the fish to enter the designated fish passage 

area, and to allow them to swim upstream and eventually to exit the fish passage at the Bird Island 

rip-rap area. 

3.3.2 Flow Patterns and Velocity in the Recommended Unconfined Fish Passage 

To provide a conservative result the recommended design is based on calculations for the high 

water level scenario (10% exceedance), and mean depth-averaged velocities calculated for the 
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recommended design under this condition are shown in Fig. 3.5. At the entrance of the fish passage 

region, the water velocity is slowed to below 40 cm/s. When velocity is slowed to 40 cm/s or less, 

the area is termed as passable; otherwise, the area is called challenged (eqn. 1). Along the seawall, 

the modular blocks slow down the velocity significantly and the emerald shiners are expected to 

swim in the passable area. At the exit of the fish passage, the velocity in the fish passage is small 

enough for emerald shiners to exit to Bird Island Pier rip-rap. An important attribute of the 

unconfined fish passage is that there is no physical barrier between the challenged area (in the river 

away from the wall) and the designated fish passage area. This attribute allows emerald shiners to 

enter the fish passage at any point during their migration, and as a result, the refuge or resting area 

created by the modular blocks can be taken advantage of for resting. As described below, the 

physical modeling results provide evidence of this use of the passage area by the fish. 

Fig. 3.6 shows details of flow patterns around modular blocks at the fish passage entrance, 

middle section and exit. At the entrance (Fig. 3.6a), an approximately 0.5 m wide passable strip 

forms. As the emerald shiners enter this area, they encounter vortices shed immediately 

downstream of the type 1 block. The velocity profile in cross-section 1 has an inflection point, 

which indicates the presence of the vortices. In the middle section of the fish passage, type 3 blocks 

with larger width are employed sparsely, according to local riverbed elevation. The larger width 

decreases the amount of water entering into the designated fish passage area. Thus, the various 

configurations of type 1, 2 and 3 modular blocks ensure the designated fish passage area is passable. 

Also, vortices also are shed from type 2 blocks, as indicated by the inflected velocity profile of 

cross-section 2 (Fig. 3.6b). At the fish passage exit (Fig. 3.6c), the head block upstream of the 

junction with Bird Island pier rip-rap and seawall slows down the local current velocity. A large 

recirculation zone forms along the end of the seawall. Thus, the current direction along the seawall 
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at the exit is the opposite of the main-stream water body, so the fish that can reach the exit section 

are expected to successfully exit to the Bird Island Pier rip-rap. 

Because the blocks do not extend over the entire depth of water (see section 3.2.4), the 

flows are not entirely two-dimensional. This condition will likely result in additional turbulence 

generated near the top and bottom of the blocks. The mean flows, however, are not expected to be 

strongly affected. 
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         Fig. 3.4 Plan view (not to scale) of fish passage conceptual design. 
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Fig. 3.5 Hydrodynamic simulation of the recommended conceptual fish passage design in high water level 
scenario. 
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Fig. 3.6 Flow patterns form in (a) entrance section, (b) middle section and (c) exit section of unconfined fish 
passage. 
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3.3.3 Flow Patterns, Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE) Distribution and Fish Responses in 

Physical Model 

The physical model provides direct information to answer two basic questions: (1) whether the 

proposed groups of modular blocks are able to slow down the water velocity to the range at which 

emerald shiners can swim at sustained velocity (0.4 m/s), and (2) whether the fish passage will 

attract emerald shiners. As described in chapter 1, 52 fish trajectories of emerald shiner swimming 

upstream in the flume were observed in the physical tests. Three configurations of groups of 

modular blocks, groups 1A, 1B and 4, shown in Fig. 3.3 were tested. Fig. 3.7 shows test results 

for the three groups of modular blocks, in terms of time-averaged velocity in the domain and 

observed fish trajectories. As shown in all three cases, the velocities in the passage area, resting 

area, wake, and inside channel are all around or less than 0.4 m/s, while the velocities outside of 

the block area are around 60 cm/s. The fish swimming trajectories in all three cases show that fish 

are willing to utilize the passage area while swimming upstream. Fish often swim between the 

challenged area and designated fish passage area. Although the fish needs to take advantage of the 

low velocity fish passage area, they also need to cope with relatively higher turbulence in those 

areas. Fig. 3.8 shows the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) distribution in the flume, where TKE is 

defined as 

1 
(3) !"# = 

2 
(()′), + (.′),) 

where )/ = ) −
2

1
∑25 )4 and ./ = . −

2

1
∑25 .4 , and T varies according to the duration of each 

video clip (fish trajectory) collected from the laboratory experiments. )/ and / are in m/s. . 

Generally, the designated fish passage area is characterized with higher TKE than in the challenged 

area. The TKE level inside of the designated fish passage area, the resting area, and wake of A 
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Block is about 0.01 to 0.03 J/kg. The area downstream of an offset block (type 1) is characterized 

with TKE levels of 0.03 to 0.06 J/kg. 

3.3.4 Fish Swimming Region Preference around Unconfined Fishway 

Physical experiments were conducted in this study for testing whether emerald shiners would 

choose the unconfined fish passage while facing upstream migration challenge. In this study, fifty-

two fish trajectories were recorded, as shown in Fig. 3.9. Fig. 3.9 x-axis indicates the width, and 

y-axis indicates the length of the flume shown in Fig 3.1 respectively. During experiments, water 

flows from left-hand side to right-hand side, and emerald shiners made efforts on swimming 

against the flow direction. The grey dots indicate all fifty-two fish trajectories. Each dot indicates 

a fish location at an instant. The darker clouds of grey dots (shown in three circles) suggest fish 

spend longer time in the regions. The first and third dot clouds are wake regions of A-Block and 

O-Block respectively. The second dot cloud is a rest area immediate upstream of an A-Block. The 

black dots indicate spatial-average (across over flume width) of the fifty-two trajectories. On 

average, emerald shiners swim in and out the unconfined fish passage, which indicates that 

emerald shiners are taking advantage of unconfined attribute of fishway design. In addition, fish 

swimming net speed inside of the unconfined fishway is not statistically different from in the 

challenged area. Thus, the net speed of fish upstream migration may not be impeded by the fishway 

structures while emerald shiners are utilizing the low velocity region around modular blocks. 
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          Fig. 3.7 Physical Modeling results over modular groups 1A, 1B, and 4. 
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         Fig. 3.8 TKE distribution in the physical model domain. 
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Fig. 3.9 Average trend of observed fish trajectories (background dots show all original fish 
trajectories) and fish net speed distribution in challenged area and designated fish passage area in 
physical model. x-axis indicates length of physical model, and y-axis indicates width of flume. 
Designated fishway area is between flume wall and the dash line. The dash line indicates the 
location of external edge of O Block, as shown in Fig. 2.2. During experiments, flow direction is 
from left to right hand side and emerald shiners swam from right hand size to left hand side. 
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3.4. Discussion 

3.4.1 Coupling CFD and Physical Modeling for Fish Passage Design 

CFD simulation of fish passage alternate designs has become a common tool for fish passage 

design (Khan, 2006; Quaranta et al., 2017). However, CFD simulation results alone may not 

provide enough information for choosing the best design, due to the absence of observed fish 

behavior in the decision-making process. Moreover, although stand-alone physical modeling 

results on fish passage without fish can provide detailed hydrodynamic characteristics of fish 

passages (Bretón et al., 2013; Kupferschmidt and Zhu, 2017), they do not capture the fish behavior 

in those environments. For example, while Feurich et al. (2012) showed that although a 

hydrodynamic-only perspective suggested slotted weir baffles inside of a culvert can slow down 

the water velocity more effectively than boiler baffles, laboratory results proved that target fish (G. 

maculatus) preferred boiler baffles during migration. Therefore, physical modeling that includes 

the presence of fish is essential to test which types of flow environment are preferred by the target 

species. 

The physical modeling results show that the modular blocks introduced in the fish passage 

can produce a passable swimming environment for emerald shiners, and that the fish will choose 

to swim in the reduced velocity environment. As shown in Fig. 3.9, the designated fish passage 

area (underneath the dashed line) accounts for around 28% of the flume area; however, the 

trajectory records show that the test fish spent around 59% of their time in this area. These statistics 

indicate the modular blocks can attract emerald shiners by slowing down water velocity, although 

higher TKE is also generated. 

TKE appears to play a role in fish migration. Liao et al. (2003) showed that a fish can 

utilize the vortex shed behind a baffle to save energy, while other studies have suggested that fish 
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swimming performance can be negatively impacted by turbulence (Orsborn, 1987; Tritico and 

Cotel, 2010). Therefore, turbulence is not intrinsically a negative factor for fish during migration. 

Also, in the present tests the net speeds of fish swimming from downstream to upstream both in 

the challenged and designated fish passage areas are not statistically different, see in Fig. 3.9. Since 

the flow velocity in the challenged area is significantly higher than in the fish passage area, fish 

are expected to consume less energy in the fish passage to achieve the same goal. One notable 

observation from the physical modeling is that strong performers appear to prefer to stay in the 

challenged area, which is characterized by relatively high water velocity and low turbulence. The 

strong performers have the ability to overcome high water velocity so that a region of less 

turbulence can be more attractive. Once they cannot swim upstream or maintain position in the 

challenged area, they quickly find their way to the fish passage area. Regions immediately 

downstream or upstream of an attached block are preferred by emerald shiners due to the low 

velocity and low turbulence attributes. 

3.4.2 Unconfined Modular Fish Passage 

The conventional baffle chute fish passages and pool and weir fish passages (Brownell et al., 2015; 

Katopodis, 1992) share a similar characteristic of confined inner space. When properly designed 

for a particular target species, the confined space can reduce flow velocity and provide resting 

areas for migratory fish (Jackson, 1950). If not, they can be ecological traps (Pelicice and 

Agostinho, 2008). An unconfined fish passage, as proposed here, has the advantage of providing 

multiple access points for a target species. The target species can utilize the resting area provided 

by fish passage blocks at any time during their upstream migration. The hydrodynamic 

environment is completely different inside and outside of the fish passage structure area, and the 

unconfined structure allows the migrants to take advantage of both available environments. In fact, 
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as seen in Fig. 3.9, it is clear that fish appear to swim back and forth between these areas. The 

physical modeling results show 38 out of 52 observed fish attempted to swim out of and into the 

designated fish passage area. Also, this openness allows fish to escape from the fish passage if 

they feel the presence of an adverse hydrodynamic environment. 

The velocity gradient at the interface between the challenged area and the designated fish 

passage provides a potential food source. Research has shown that fish prefer to stay in regions 

with a velocity gradient for foraging (Liao, 2007). The openness of the unconfined passage design 

allows phytoplankton to enrich the interface region between the challenged area and designated 

fish passage. The high turbulence levels can increase the plankton-predator encounter probability, 

therefore enhancing a high foraging success rate (Lewis and Pedley, 2001). 

The proposed unconfined fish passage employs a modular design strategy to simplify the 

installation process. Three types of block modules with horizontal trapezoidal cross-section are 

used to create a designated fish passage region along the seawall. The configurations of modular 

blocks as presented in Fig. 3.3 show that this recommended fish passage design is suitable for flow 

variations, since there are no weirs connecting modular blocks. It has advantages similar to vertical 

slot fish passage designs (Clay, 1995). The leading side of the attached modular blocks directs 

flow from inside the channel towards the open channel. The directed flow interacts with vortices 

shed from offset modular blocks, where a region with relatively high TKE forms (see Fig. 3.8b 

and Fig. 3.8c). The trapezoidal shape of modular blocks has two benefits: (1) the leading side of 

offset modular blocks slants towards the open channel, so it distributes a majority of the flow into 

the open channel, and channel flow velocity is slowed down for fish migration (see Fig. 3.7), and 

(2) trapezoidal shape allows a large attachment area to the seawall, and its slanted edge directs ice 

load away from the seawall during the ice flow season in early spring in the upper Niagara River. 
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Thus, the unconfined structures not only create passable area for emerald shiners, but also protect 

the seawall from ice load impact. 

3.4.3 Broad Implications of Unconfined Fish Passage on Riverbank Stability 

The fish passage design considered in this study is part of a larger project dealing with riverbank 

stability enhancement. A reconstruction design plan is being developed for the seawall due to the 

progressive degradation caused by large velocity flow in the upper Niagara River. Therefore, there 

is a great opportunity for stake holders to repair the compromised river connectivity by building a 

fish passage for the fish of concern. The additional benefits for an unconfined fish passage are (1) 

it is a built-in part of the repaired seawall and the structures significantly decrease the flow velocity 

and therefore shear stress, so that the seawall integrity is better maintained, and (2) it can provide 

complex habitat for other local fish, besides being a passable region for emerald shiners. 

The unconfined fish passage partially penetrates into the water depth along the seawall, so 

it provides in-stream cover besides working as passable habitat for emerald shiners. Since emerald 

shiners are active near the surface (top 1 to 2 m of water column), the modular blocks of the fish 

passage penetrate into water only around 2 meters. Rhodes and Hubert (1991) showed that 

submerged cover hosted abundant macroinvertebrates, which may in turn be beneficial for higher 

trophic level fish such as trout (Wesche et al., 1987), due to increased habitat heterogeneity 

(Gustafsson et al., 2013). This design style provides opportunities for engineers and stake holders 

to add ecological values to a riverbank stability project. 
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3.5. Conclusions 

A velocity barrier along a seawall in a channelized section of the upper Niagara River poses a 

threat to migration of the local prey species emerald shiner. In this study, a conceptual design of 

unconfined fish passage is proposed and assessed to address the problem. The modular unconfined 

fish passage is tested through numerical and physical modeling. Numerical modeling results show 

that the unconfined fish passage is able to slow the current velocity to a level at which the target 

species can swim sustainably during migration. The design approach followed here emphasizes 

pre-installation testing as a means of better assuring success. The conclusions of this study are 

summarized as follows: 

1. Physical modeling is a valuable and possibly necessary tool for engineers and 

researchers in fish passage design. Current numerical modeling approaches can provide velocity 

reduction scenarios for fish passage design candidates, but they do not include fish behavior, and 

therefore cannot predict how the target fish would react to or use the structure. The present physical 

modeling results show that emerald shiners are willing to utilize the passage area created by a 

series of trapezoidal modular blocks in a complex flow environment, and that the blocks reduce 

the velocities, as predicted by the numerical model. The fish passage is under construction, based 

on the design proposed in this study. Further fishway evaluation should be conducted via field 

observation in the future. 

2. An unconfined fish passage structure is proposed in this study, which is a new alternative 

to conventional fish passages. 

3. This project explores the practice of integrating fish passage with a riverbank stability 

project. The integration adds significant ecological value to a riverbank by slowing flow velocity 

and creating local environment heterogeneity. 
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In addition, a fine-tuned hydrodynamic model of the upper Niagara River is provided. The 

calibration process suggests that riverbed bathymetry and drag coefficient play a significant role 

for the accuracy of the shallow water model. A numerical model calibrated and employed in this 

study provides more accurate results, which can benefit future projects in this region. 
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Chapter 4. Virtual Fish Development from Fish Migration Dataset 

in Lab Environment 

Abstract 

Fish passage assessment plays a significant role in fish passage design practice. Most often, 

passage design efficiency is evaluated after installation, which often results in inadequate room for 

improvement of an unsuccessful design. A component of a pre-installation evaluation is proposed 

here that involves the use of a virtual fish that is capable of mimicking behavior of a real fish in a 

fish passage structure. The virtual fish is formulated by computing the likelihood of a fish choosing 

one of a set of discrete moving directions at any instant, which include holding position, or 

swimming forward, left, or right. The model consists of a multilayer forward artificial neural 

network (ANN) and a convolutional neural network (CNN). The ANN takes temporal information 

such as fish prior swimming speed and direction as inputs, and the CNN takes spatially and 

temporally varying hydrodynamic cues such as velocity, vorticity, turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), 

swirl, and strain rate as inputs. The hybrid CNN-ANN virtual fish model is trained on a dataset of 

observed emerald shiner (Notropis atherinoides) swimming trajectories in a complex flow created 

by fish passage modular blocks in a laboratory environment. The “virtual fish” making decisions 

achieves an accuracy of 60.4%. Also, virtual fish pathways simulated in the physical model shows 

similar trajectory trends as observed for real fish. The results suggest this deep learning technique 

holds promise in developing a non-parametric virtual fish model. A well-trained virtual fish can 

work as a smart agent in numerical modeling of different fish passage design candidates to 

optimize performance. 
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4.1. Introduction 

Animal behavior is a collective concept that involves how an animal as a whole interacts with its 

environment in a physical or psychological way. Hogan (1994, 1988) proposed three building 

blocks: perception, central, and motor to model behavior systems. With the concept of behavior 

systems, animal behaviorists often like to know (1) the causes of a behavior in a given moment 

and environment, where motivation is usually considered a significant explanatory variable, and 

(2) behavior development, where it concerns the mechanisms of learning behavior while the 

animal is interacting with its environment (Enquist and Ghirlanda, 2005). Although it is recognized 

that many types of input can be considered in a behavioral decision, in the present study we focus 

on hydrodynamic cues such as mean flow velocity, turbulence, and fluid strain rates, with the 

assumption these variables provide the most critical information for local, immediate choices in 

fish pathway choices. This type of information is of interest in developing a virtual fish model, but 

is beyond the scope of this initial study. 

There are many types of fish behaviors, such as swimming, schooling, feeding, predator 

avoidance, and intraspecies interactions. In the context of assessing a fish passage structure, how 

a target fish species will choose its swimming paths in a hydrodynamic environment created by 

the fish passage design is of interest. For simplicity, only a two-dimensional (2-D) domain is 

considered in this study. 

4.1.1 Fish Perception 

How fish perceive the environment plays a significant role in understanding fish behavior. A fish 

is a multi-modal sensory organism. Hearing, lateral line system, olfaction, taste, and visual input 

provide environmental perception for fish (Brown, 2015; Escobar-Camacho and Carleton, 2015). 

For example, fish can perceive the world visually, but they have wider perception spectrum than 
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humans (Douglas and Hawryshyn, 1990). Olfaction imprinting for juvenile salmons has been 

found to be an important cue for adult salmons to migrate to their natal river sites (Dittman and 

Quinn, 1996). The lateral line system can detect hydrodynamic cues such as vortices, and flow 

direction during migration (Janssen, 2004; Klein and Bleckmann, 2011). In sum, the various types 

of fish perception determine fish behavior during migration. 

4.1.2 Fish Cognition: Path-choosing Behavior and Numerical Modeling 

How fish process the perceived information and decide where to go is a question investigated by 

researchers, but not extensively studied. Goodwin et al. (2006) built an individual-based model 

(IBM) with the Eulerian-Lagrangian-agent-Method (ELAM) to mechanistically predict fish 

(juvenile salmon) movement in 3-D space in dam forebays. The IBM model was based on a strain-

velocity-pressure (SVP) hypothesis and a game-theoretic foraging model (Anderson, 2002; 

Goodwin et al., 2001). In this model, the fish path choosing behavior map was predefined. In other 

words, the model chose specific responses to certain environmental cues. The fish habitat 

(environment around an individual) was simplified as four agents in terms of flow and pressure 

gradients. Specified fish movement behaviors included following the flow, swimming towards 

increasing water velocity, swimming towards decreasing water velocity, and swimming toward 

acclimated water depth. These fish behaviors are the responses of the perceived agents that can 

maximize their utility. 

Gao et al. (2016) adopted the ELAM method to build an IBM model to simulate fish paths 

in a vertical slot fish passage in a 2-D domain, in which the fish path choosing behavior was also 

predefined. They considered turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) to be the salient environmental agent 

directly responsible for fish path choice, and assumed the fish would choose to go to areas where 

the TKE level is 0.1 to 0.3 J/kg. While Goodwin et al. (2006) believed that migrant fish respond 
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to strain, velocity, and pressure change, Gao et al. (2016) assumed that the target fish (trout) is 

sensitive only to TKE distribution. Both of these fish path choosing behavior maps are 

deterministic, meaning the individual virtual fish in these models will follow predetermined 

‘stimuli-response’ rules during swimming. All of the rules are from various observations on 

different types of fish. Since different target fish were considered, it is not unexpected that 

Goodwin et al. (2006) and Gao et al. (2016) chose different hydrodynamic parameters to represent 

the environment around the virtual fish. 

The general biological foundation for rules considers that both genes and the environment 

have influence on animal behavior (Breed and Sanchez, 2010). The gene components denote 

species-specific path choosing behavior and habitat preference (Harding et al., 1998), and the 

environment components are the underpinnings of ‘stimuli-response’ rules. For example, 

American shad, strong swimmers in high velocity flow environments, prefer to avoid regions of 

less turbulence (Sullivan, 2004). Also, at least one study has shown that the SVP hypothesis in the 

ELAM model does not work well for migratory fish in South America (Baigún et al., 2007). The 

process of conversion from perceived environmental cues to animal behavior remains a major 

subject of neuroscience (Churchland and Sejnowski, 1992). Considering the complexity of the 

mechanism behind this conversion process, building a complete deterministic model is not possible. 

Rule-based IBM models may be biased in making the ‘stimuli-response’ rules. 

An alternative method is a biologically-inspired statistical model, which maps sensed 

environmental variables to corresponding fish behaviors without the need for any predefined 

‘stimuli-response’ rules. The behavior map is developed from learning specific fish path choosing 

actions while migrating upstream. The development of such a statistical behavior map involves an 

ontogeny component, in which sense the development process is an interaction activity of a fish 
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with its surrounding environment. This study adopts such a statistical model, a neural network 

model (Breiman, 2001), as a component of a fish passage design process in which the behavior of 

virtual fish can be simulated to determine the potential success of a given design. 

4.1.3 Machine Learning, Neural Networks and Behavior Modeling 

Traditional statistical models start with underlying data distributions. Machine learning focuses on 

learning the underlying relationships based on observed data. In the present context machine 

learning is used to develop a statistical fish path choosing behavior map from fish action 

experience without setting predefined rules. Machine learning is a scientific field of learning 

inductive knowledge from data or experience (Kohavi and Provost, 1998), which serves as a 

complementary tool to those in classical statistics in dealing with intractable tasks in animal 

behavior (Valletta et al., 2017). The neural network is a widely-applied machine learning algorithm 

to extract hidden patterns or meaning from complex data (Haykin, 1994; Lecun et al., 2015). 

Inspired by biological neuron activity, McCulloch and Pitts (1943) introduced the idea of 

considering neural networks as computing machines. Rosenblatt (1958) proposed the perceptron 

as the first regression model for machine learning, where a perceptron is a supervised machine 

learning algorithm that can learn from the data and classify them, provided the data are linearly 

separable. The perceptron is the initial version of a neural network (more commonly known as 

artificial neural network, ANN). Hornik et al. (1989) proved mathematically that a multilayer 

neural network with finite hidden layers with sufficient hidden neurons is a universal approximator 

for any measurable function from one finite-dimension space to another. After that, many 

complicated multilayer neural network models were proposed and used in various fields (Sarle, 

1994). Animal behaviorists have employed multilayer neural networks to study sensory processing 

and decision making (Dagorn et al., 1997; Enquist and Ghirlanda, 2005; Hallam et al., 1994). 
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Ecologists have utilized ANNs to predict the evolution of local ecosystems and explore the 

relationships between habitat and organism (Gevrey et al., 2003; Olden, 2000; Olden and Jackson, 

2001; Recknagel, 2001). The success of ANNs in a variety of scientific fields is largely attributed 

to its capacity for learning intrinsic non-linear complex relationships between the input and output. 

In this study, an ANN is employed to process ‘ad-hoc’ temporal information that fish experience. 

The temporal information includes the immediately previous fish speed and direction. Fish have 

memory that plays a role in decision making. For example, rainbow fish are able to remember the 

location of the exit from a net three weeks after being exposed to the fish net (Brown, 2001). 

Therefore, it is believed that fish action history plays a role on fish path-choosing behavior. 

Generalization of a model is its capacity to extend the domain of the training dataset, which 

is a significant aspect for a successful learning network (Denker et al., 1987). Also, an ANN is not 

sensitive to the topology of the input information; thus, it is not capable of detecting the potential 

two-dimensional (2-D) local patterns embedded in the input. To increase the generalization of 

neural networks, LeCun et al. (1989) proposed a constrained network with hierarchical feature 

extractors. This network is a convolutional neural network (CNN), which significantly reduces the 

number of parameters and increases the generalization performance. The CNN is especially 

powerful and robust at recognizing local 2-D patterns and achieving higher accuracy with fewer 

required parameters (LeCun et al., 1998, 1989). Due to its strong capacity for pattern recognition 

(including feature extraction in neural networks), scientists commonly adopt a CNN to develop 

artificial intelligence in game playing (Mnih et al., 2015; Silver et al., 2016) and autonomous car 

and quadcopter control (Chen et al., 2015; Giusti et al., 2016; LeCun et al., 2005; Pomerleau, 1989). 

Furthermore, CNNs have shown powerful performance in speech recognition (Lang; et al., 1990; 
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Sak et al., 2015), object classification (He et al., 2016; Krizhevsky et al., 2012), and feature 

localization (Zhou et al., 2015). 

In this study, a CNN is chosen to process spatial information due to its ability to build in 

prior-information on fish biology into the model. The lateral line system can detect water 

acceleration and flow direction and is considered to play the most important role in fish movement 

behavior. Klein and Bleckman (2011) proved that fish are able to detect surrounding vortices. 

Canal neuromasts in the lateral line system can serve as high-pass filters that can refine the received 

signals by blocking noise (Janssen, 2004). The spatial patterns of the sensory inputs of fish are the 

most critical factors that are responsible for the corresponding behaviors, as suggested by the 

biological evidence (Coombs et al., 2001; Coombs and Montgomery, 1999; Klein and Bleckmann, 

2011; Montgomery et al., 2000). It is critical to build this information into the neural network 

(Haykin, 1994). The convolution operation in the CNN serves as a pattern extractor for perceived 

signals; the maximum sampling process functions as a high-pass filter in a manner similar to the 

canal neuromasts. Additional benefits of the CNN are two-fold: (1) spatial patterns (referred to as 

feature maps in the machine learning field) of the sensory input can be extracted, which may serve 

as significant indicators of specific path-choosing decisions; and (2) the learned relationship 

between sensory inputs and decisions is valuable in making ‘stimuli-response’ rules for a 

deterministic model. Overall, the feature extraction function makes a CNN a legitimate candidate 

to simulate fish cognition. 

A fish’s perception of its immediate environment is often considered as its stimuli. In fish 

passage context, hydrodynamic characteristics such as flow velocity, TKE, vorticity, and pressure, 

visual inputs, olfactory inputs, and the presence of fellow species and predators collectively form 

its perception environment. In this study, only hydrodynamic inputs are considered. The 
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corresponding outputs are movement decisions, such as holding position, moving forwards, and 

making turns. Previous research has tended to superimpose the fish trajectory on the mean flow 

fields, such as mean velocity, mean TKE distribution, and mean strain rate, to infer a fish’s 

preference to certain hydrodynamic parameters (Gao et al., 2016; Goettel et al., 2015). The 

problem is that the mean flow field is not the true flow environment experienced by fish, which 

see instantaneous values of time-varying quantities that can be markedly different from the mean 

values (Jones et al., 2002). In this study, the true ‘input - output’ pair consisting of ‘instantaneous 

flow field - fish movement decisions’ is acquired and serves as the training datasets of the CNN. 

In this study, both ANN and CNN are employed to model fish-path choosing behavior in 

a 2-D domain. The primary motivation of this study is to explore the application of machine 

learning to fish path-choosing behavior in a specific fish passage design, by avoiding the traditional 

prerequisite to handpick human-inferred features. A virtual fish model consisting of ANN and 

CNN architectures is proposed. The model takes spatial information such as hydrodynamic cues 

and temporal information such as fish prior motion speed and direction as input, and yields fish 

action likelihood (Fig. 4.1). The trained virtual fish is coupled with physical modeling, to test 

whether virtual fish can be used to evaluate fish passage performance. Also, this study provides a 

dataset for possible transfer learning in the future. 
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Fig. 4.1 Virtual fish training process. Temporal information and spatial information are used as 
input features to train a virtual fish. 
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4.2. Methodology 

4.2.1 Data Preparation 

4.2.1.1 Data Collection 

Training data were collected in a laboratory flume with a width of 1.11 m and length of 7.34 m. 

Various combinations of modular blocks (attached block and offset block, see Fig. 4.2) 

representing a possible fish passage design were placed in the flume. A fish detection model, 

motion detection, and large-scale particle tracking velocimetry (LSPTV) were used to measure 

fish trajectories and associated instantaneous hydrodynamic cues simultaneously. LSPTV was 

accomplished by spreading floating particles on the surface of the water and filming their 

movements. All data (fish and particle positions) were collected using an overhead high speed 

video camera. The fish detection model and motion detection computed the mass center of fish in 

each video frame. LSPTV computes the time series of hydrodynamic cues in the field of view in 

a grid of 15 by 15 mm. Details of data collection and processing are described by Qiao et al. (2018). 

Video frames were recorded at a rate of 120 Hz. To reduce the computing intensity and 

remove redundant data, the data preprocessing was conducted at 20 Hz by sampling 1 frame from 

every 6 frames of the raw videos. Many tests were conducted, with the aim of measuring both fish 

movement and flow characteristics simultaneously. Unfortunately, in only about 31% of collected 

data were both these characteristics obtained, due to problems with either fish detection or particle 

concentration used for the LSPTV. In total, 16200 valid data points from 52 fish trajectories were 

obtained and are reported here. The total duration of the training data is 800 s. It was difficult to 

insure an even distribution of particles over the water surface, and this non-uniformity introduced 

noise and uncertainty in the velocity data, which was minimized by averaging the data over every 

4 frames. Therefore, the effective training data are consistent with 5 Hz sampling. In total, there 
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are 3338 data points, i.e., points in time at which a fish decision is recorded. The time step for each 

data point is 0.2 s. Decisions were grouped into lift turn, right turn, forward motion, and holding 

position categories. To balance the size for each decision choice, the class labels with more data 

points were down-sampled, so there are equal numbers of each decision choice in the training 

dataset. In the end, there are 1904 data points available for the model development. Of this number, 

64% (1218) are in the dataset for training, 16% (305) are in the dataset for validation, and 20% 

(381) are used for testing. 

4.2.1.2 Data Selection and Preprocessing 

Hydrodynamic cues and fish prior speed and direction were considered as the main stimuli that 

affect fish decisions in this study. These data are defined in Section 3.2. 

The magnitude of hydrodynamic cues, comprising horizontal velocities (), .), vorticity 

(.78), TKE, swirl (9:) and strain rate (98), are on the order of 10-1 to 102 (cms-1), 10-1 to 101 (s-1), 

100 to 106 (cm2s2), 10-1 to 101 (s-1), and 10-1 to 101 (s-1), respectively. Therefore, transforming 

inputs so their covariances are of the same order of magnitude is helpful for model convergence 

(“Efficient backprop,” 1998). QuantileTransformer() from the machine learning package scikit-

learn was employed in each feature, to map the data to a normal distribution (Pedregosa et al., 

2011). QuantileTransformer() transforms features according to quantile information, which 

preserves the variance of frequently appearing information and trivializes extreme values. 

Therefore, it is robust with respect to outliers, since they are mapped to upper and lower bounds 

of the output distribution. When all channels of transformed, inputs are of the same order of 

magnitude and convergence is better assured (LeCun et al., 2012). 

The fish sensory input determines the domain of the hydrodynamic field. The fish sensory 

radius is around 1.35 to 1.45 standard body lengths (BLs) (Coombs, 1999). Correspondingly, the 
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sensory field is chosen as 3 by 4.2 BLs (15 by 21 cm, 10 by 14 input matrix). The longer length is 

aligned with the direction of the bilateral line. 

4.2.2 Model Development 

4.2.2.1 Virtual Fish Development 

The goal of the virtual fish model is to predict the likelihood of a fish action in a fish passage by 

taking the surrounding hydrodynamic cues and previous action as input. According to observations 

of fish behavior in a laboratory flume, a virtual fish action set A in this study is defined as 

(1) ; = {=7>?@AB C79@D@7A, E78:F8?, GHID !)8A, J@BℎD !)8A} 

The action set is extracted from fish trajectories obtained in the laboratory experiments. Directional 

choices are defined in a Cartesian coordinate system instead of instantaneous fish orientation (Fig. 

4.2). The threshold value of fish location displacement is 10 mm, so that the fish is considered to 

be in a “holding position” if the displacement is less than the threshold at one step. The fish 

“forward” action is defined when the next location is in region 1, shown in Fig. 4.2. Regions 2 and 

3 define “left turn” and “right turn”, respectively. 

The general virtual model is defined as 

(2) M(;) = I(=N?87?NAFO@P Q)H9, C8@78 RMHH?, C8@78 S7D@7A TAB>H) 

where hydrodynamic cues include instantaneous velocity (), .), vorticity (.78), TKE, swirl (9:) 

and strain rate (98). Vorticity is defined as 

.78 = 
U)

UN 
− 
U. 

UV 
(3) 

TKE is defined as 

!"# = 
1 

2 
(() ),)′), + (.′

(4) 
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where )/ ) − )W and / , and )W and are time-averaged velocity at a point. Swirl is = . = . − .̅ .̅ 

defined as 

9: = +YO(Z) 7I [ (5) 

]^ `^ 

in which [ is the velocity gradient tensor \]_ `a
c , and +YO(Z) is the positive imaginary 

`b `b 

`_ `a 

eigenvalue of [. It represents strength of the swirling motion. Strain rate is defined as 

1

2 
(
U) U. 

(6) 98 = 
UN 

+
UV
) 

and prior speed (M9) is 

(7) M9 = ∆>⁄∆D 

where ∆> indicates displacement of fish between previous location (V4, N4), and current 

location (V4f1, N4f1), and ∆D denotes time interval (0.2 s) during the displacement. Finally, prior 

direction (), .) is 

(8) C8@78 S7D@7A TAB>H = DFAℎg1 (
N4f1 − N4

)
V4f1 − V4 

4.2.2.1 Coupling between Virtual Fish and Eulerian Field 

A trained virtual fish is coupled with a time series of Eulerian hydrodynamic field variables to test 

the extent to which it behaves like a real fish in a complex flow environment. As shown in Fig. 

4.3, the Eulerian hydrodynamic field is a time series of horizontal velocity, vorticity, TKE, swirl, 

and strain rate in a 2-D domain. A virtual fish is initialized with a starting location, previous 

direction, and speed. At time t0, the virtual fish makes an action decision based on its currently 

perceived hydrodynamic cues and initialized prior motion speed and angle. According to the fish 

action decision, the virtual fish swims to the next location at t1. The specific location at t1 is not 

only determined by the virtual fish action decision, but also by direction and speed. In this study, 
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these two variables are randomly sampled from corresponding estimated probability density 

functions, which are derived from observations of the data collected in the laboratory environment. 

Each fish action decision corresponds to one direction density distribution function (Fig. 4.4a) and 

one step length distribution function (Fig. 4.4b). At each new location, the virtual fish senses a 

new set of 2-D sensory inputs and makes another decision. This process continues until the time 

series of the Eulerian hydrodynamic field ends. The objective of this mapping of the trajectory of 

virtual fish is to evaluate whether the fish passage is attractive to the target fish. 

4.2.3 Model Architecture 

A convolutional neural network (CNN) working in parallel with a single layer forward artificial 

neural network (ANN) form the model structure (Fig. 4.5). The CNN consists of five convolutional 

layers, and has six 2-D inputs sharing five convolutional channels. Each convolutional layer is 

followed by a batch normalization layer, to normalize the output of convolution operations (Ioffe 

and Szegedy, 2015). By renormalizing the output of each convolutional layer at each batch, the 

change of distribution of network activations is reduced significantly, which speeds up the training 

process. Instantaneous velocities (u, v) share the same channel. The convolutional layers work as 

feature extractors, and the number of layers and the number of features were determined through 

trial and error, according to “Occam’s Razor” rule. The velocity input channel has four 

convolutional layers. The first convolutional layer has a 3 x 3 kernel. The following convolutional 

layer has a 1 x 1 kernel (Lin et al., 2013). A 1x1 kernel allows the model to learn complex 

interactions of horizontal and vertical instantaneous velocities in the sensory field. The third and 

fourth convolutional layers have 2 x 2 kernels with dilation (2, 2). The dilated convolution operator 

increases the receptive examination while keeping number of parameters low (Yu and Koltun, 

2015).  For the other four input channels, there are three convolutional layers. All outputs of the 5 
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channel convolutional layers are concatenated, and the results are convolved with a 1x1 kernel to 

allow complex cross-channel learning to occur. After that, a global averaged pooling layer (GAP) 

concludes the CNN subsection. GAP recapitulates the spatial information of feature maps 

generated by a series of convolutional layers (Lin et al., 2013), so that the spatial information is 

ready to be integrated with temporal information. 

An ANN is proposed to process vector inputs (prior speed and direction) along with the 

CNN. The vector inputs contain short fish motion history information. A second concatenation 

layer fuses the spatial information learned from the CNN and temporal information from the ANN. 

Following the fusion of temporal and spatial information, two dense layers with 128 and 48 nodes, 

respectively, follow. The output layer computes probability of each possible action the emerald 

shiner can take at the current state. For each layer, elastic net is employed for model regularization. 

The model has 239,748 trainable parameters. 

ReLU (rectified linear unit) is used the activation function in this model. Softmax function 

is applied on the output layer, so that it generates a probability distribution of possible decisions. 

During the training process, the model computes a probability distribution of all four actions after 

one operation over a batch of training data points, and the error after each step is quantified by a 

cross-entropy function. The error measures how well the model’s predictions are in agreement 

with ground truth. Then the error is passed to an optimizer for updating weights (all trainable 

parameters). An optimizer is an algorithm that determines how the model is trained, i.e. how model 

weights are updated (Chollet, 2018). RMSprop (root mean squared propagation) is a mini-batch 

gradient descent optimizer that is employed to minimize cross-entropy error function. RMSprop 

is an unpublished method that uses root mean squared of gradients of error with respect to each 

model parameter to adjust step size of model parameters change adaptively. This method is 
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proposed by Hinton in an online lecture1. Batch size (the number of data points used for training 

for each operation) is set to 16, and initial learning rate is set to 10-3. The learning rate is reduced 

by a factor of 0.2 while the error plateau occurs. The loss plateau is where the error gradient with 

respect to model parameters is extremely small, so the model parameters cannot be updated with 

current learning rate. The minimum learning rate is 10-7. The learning rate determines the step size 

the model takes to direction of minimum of error function (Ruder, 2016). To address the 

overfitting problem, several regularization techniques such as batch normalization, naïve elastic 

net and early stopping were employed. Elastic net is combination of L1-norm and L2-norm 

penalties (Zou and Hastie, 2005). In this study, coefficients for L1 and L2 are 0.002 and 0.0001 

respectively. The error with respect to validation dataset is used to monitor the model performance. 

The model with lowest error value on the validation dataset is saved. An early stopping mechanism 

is applied. The training process is terminated if the model is not improved after 10 consecutive 

epochs. One epoch means that a full cycle of training datasets has been used by the model during 

training. Once every data training data point has been used, a new epoch starts. Functions used in 

this model are defined and explained in Appendix B. 

1 http://www.cs.toronto.edu/~tijmen/csc321/slides/lecture_slides_lec6.pdf. 
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    Fig. 4.2 Fish action extraction and definition from trajectory. 
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Fig. 4.3 Coupling between Eulerian hydrodynamic field and virtual fish. Fish makes a decision 
on moving direction at initial time t=t0 according to its hydrodynamic environment, the decision 
leads fish into next location, and fish makes a new moving direction decision based on new 
environment, and so on. 
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Fig. 4.4 Probability distributions of fish direction and step length. Upper panel shows observed 
emerald shiner’s motion direction probability distribution. Lower panel shows emerald shiner’s 
step length probability distribution. 
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           Fig. 4.5 Virtual fish model architecture. CNN and ANN are both employed in the model. 
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4.2.4 Evaluation Metrics 

Accuracy and F-score are commonly used to evaluate neural network models. Accuracy measures 

how closely the model predictions agree with ground truth, and is defined as 

A)OhH8 7I P788HPD M8H?@PDH? FPD@7A9 
(9) TPP)8FPN = 

D7DF> A)OhH8 7I FPD@7A9 

The F-score is a metric that trades off recall and precision (Manning et al., 2009). In this study, 

recall and precision are defined as 

A)OhH8 7I FPD@7A DNMH9 M8H?@PDH? FA? P788HPD 
(10) 8HPF>> = 

D7DF> A)OhH8 7I P788HPD FPD@7A9 

A)OhH8 7I FPD@7A DNMH9 M8H?@PDH? FA? P788HPD 
(11) M8HP@9@7A = 

D7DF> A)OhH8 7I M8H?@PDH? FPD@7A9 

where “action types predicted” means the fish actions that are predicted by the virtual fish model. 

Intuitively, recall is about the percentage of all “action types predicted” (including correct and 

incorrect ones) that is correctly predicted (retrieved) by the model. Precision is about the 

percentage of “fish action types predicted” among all the predicted positives. While assigning 

equal weights for both recall and precision, the harmonic average of recall and precision is F1, 

which is defined as (Lipton et al., 2014) 

2
E1 = (12) 1 1

8HPF>> + 
M8HP@9@7A 

This metric not only can quantify how well the model performs overall in terms of predicting 

unseen samples, but it also can give modelers insights on how the model performs on each specific 

class. The higher F2 score of a model, the better the model performs in predicting all four action 

types generally. Thus, the F1 score is proposed to evaluate the performance of the virtual fish 

model, although accuracy also is reported. 
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4.3. Results 

4.3.1 Virtual Fish Action Accuracy 

This virtual fish model is developed to learn and predict the likely fish path-choosing action based 

on its local perceived hydrodynamic cues and its prior motion speed and direction. Model results 

for testing the dataset with multiple configurations are listed in Table 4.1. 

The training and test datasets were under sampled before training and inference, so each 

fish action has the same number of data points. With four choices equally weighted, the random 

guess accuracy is 0.25. Before using any real dataset, the CNN module was employed to test 

randomly generated noise as a training dataset (see the second configuration in Table 4.1). The 

random numbers have no relationship with fish action, therefore, this model’s performance on 

predicting fish current action is not any better than a random guess. 

Using spatial stimuli only, the accuracy of the CNN is 41.5%, which is significantly higher 

than a random guess or a model with (uniformly distributed) random number inputs. This result 

indicates that there are spatial features responsible for fish decisions that can be captured by the 

CNN. 

The ANN-only model takes fish prior speed and direction as input, and achieves an 

accuracy of 55.6%. This relatively high accuracy indicates that history information plays an 

important role in fish decision making during migration. When it comes to accuracy for each action 

label (see Fig. 4.6), the ANN model has difficulties predicting whether a fish decides to hold 

position. Holding position is an important fish behavior in a traditional vertical slot fish passage, 

since fish display such behavior for 90% of the time during their migration (Rodriguez et al., 2011). 

Observations during the present experiments also confirmed that fish show behavioral 

intermittency by sometimes simply holding position around a location during migration. 
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The combined CNN-ANN model integrates spatial stimuli and temporal inputs together, 

and the accuracy is found to be 60.4% when predicting likely fish current path-choosing action. 

The improved accuracy due to integration of spatial and temporal information is not unexpected, 

since there is more information available to the model. The heat map of confusion matrix (Fig. 4.6) 

shows the behavior of the model with respect to observed actions, and indicates that the CNN-

ANN can improve model accuracy for all action labels. In this figure darker colors indicate higher 

accuracy (numbers in boxes indicate number of times that combination of observed and predicted 

decision is seen). The recall on holding position action is increased from 9% to 27%. Boxes along 

the diagonal indicate correct predictions, and others are false predictions. 

Table 4.1 Model results with multiple configurations. 

Configuration Spatial Stimuli Temporal Inputs Accuracy F1 Score 

Random-Guess N/A N/A 0.250 0.250 

CNN-only Random Numbers* Random Numbers* 0.230 0.230 

CNN-only Hydrodynamic cues N/A 0.415 0.413 

ANN-only N/A Prior Speed/Motion 0.556 0.493 

CNN-ANN(virtual fish) Hydrodynamic cues Prior Speed/Motion 0.604 0.579 

* Use random numbers sampled from a standard normal distribution as inputs of the model. 

4.3.2 Virtual Fish Trajectory in Physical Model 

The virtual fish trajectory is determined by fish action decision, direction, and step length, 

collectively. A virtual fish makes a new action decision based on its hydrodynamic sensory inputs, 

and previous direction and speed at any given moment. The new action decision is only a coarse 

direction for the virtual fish, as defined in Fig. 4.2. A specific direction and step length, sampled 
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from corresponding distributions in Fig. 4.4, then brings the virtual fish to a new location. A total 

of 364 numerical experiments (on average 7 runs for each scenario, stating points are indicated by 

stars in Fig. 4.7) of virtual fish were run with the time series of physical model flow field variables. 

Fig. 4.7 shows averaged trends of observed and virtual fish trajectories, which are calculated from 

52 observed real fish and 364 virtual fish trajectories, respectively. Despite of the starting points, 

the virtual fish have a general tendency to swim towards the interface between challenged and 

designated fish passage area. The challenged area is defined as the area outside of designated area 

that is characterized with flow velocity large enough to be a challenge for target species emerald 

shiners. The region far from the trapezoidal blocks is characterized with relatively higher velocity 

and lower level of turbulence, compared to the designated fish passage region. Therefore, the flow 

velocity and turbulence level in the interface region may be comfortable for the fish. The general 

virtual fish behavior agrees reasonably well with the observed tendency of real fish (emerald 

shiners) in the physical model. 
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        Fig. 4.6 Heat map of confusion matrix of models on testing dataset. 
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Fig. 4.7 Averaged trends of virtual fish trajectories and observed fish trajectories in a physical 
model; flow is from left to right and fish movement is generally from right to left. 
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4.4. Discussion 

4.4.1 Factors Affecting Fish Path-choosing Decisions 

The general virtual fish model proposed here is meant to simulate fish behavior in terms of 

choosing directions in a fish passage structure. The virtual fish model is developed mainly to avoid 

the need to hand pick features that may be biased by human inference. A critical assumption for 

this study is that a fish’s path-choosing behavior such as swimming forward or making turns is 

determined by external stimuli and internal states. External stimuli mainly refer to hydrodynamic 

cues such as velocity distribution, vorticity distribution and so on. Internal states include fish 

memory and experiences. The model is developed solely based on behavioral observations. The 

model results do not suggest that it has mimicked the internal states of the fish, since the only 

internal state considered is the memory of the previous swimming direction and speed. Rather, the 

model attempts to identify which factors are correlated to certain behavior in choosing swimming 

directions. 

An ablation experiment was conducted during the process of virtual fish development to 

investigate the contribution of various input factors to fish path-choosing decisions. The ANN, 

taking fish prior speed and direction as inputs only, can predict the fish action at an accuracy of 

approximately 55%. This result indicates that the fish memory plays a significant role in fish 

motion decision making. That is, a large part of the decision making at a point in time depends on 

the immediately previous decision. This result may be related to momentum in the fish motion, 

i.e., it is easier to proceed as in the previous step than to change direction. The model worked 

particularly well when predicting left or right turns. 

The present observations indicate that spatial hydrodynamic stimuli alone do not show the 

same predictive power as fish memory. However, when integrated with fish memory, the virtual 
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fish actions are predicted with an accuracy of greater than 60%, so that spatial inputs 

(hydrodynamic cues) do in fact contribute to the fish decision making process. This effect may be 

explained by fish anatomy, which suggests that fish can sense velocity change and adjust body 

position accordingly (Coombs and Montgomery, 1999). 

Apart from lateral line system and fish memory, fish visual inputs, as with any other aquatic 

fauna equipped with eyes, play a role in their behavior system, especially for the surface-oriented 

emerald shiners. Freshwater species are able to identify objects of interest by distinguishing hues 

and color patterns (Guthrie et al., 1986), thus, it is reasonable to believe that visual input is a factor 

in the fish decision-making process. However, this aspect has not been taken into consideration 

due to the difficulty of obtaining fish-centered visual input. 

Virtual fish prediction accuracy and F1 score are far from perfect. Stochasticity of animal 

behavior may introduce sample variation into the study, which means that a fish may make 

different path-choosing decisions under similar hydrodynamic conditions. The training data 

derived from behavioral observations are an aggregated experience from different fish. The 

stochasticity associated with individual fish may increase the complexity of the problem. 

Overall, a model developed solely on the basis of observed data cannot indicate the 

behavior model inner (true) structure, although it reflects the strong correlation between the 

temporal-spatial input and behaviors. 

4.4.2 Evaluation of Fish Passage via Virtual Fish 

In this study the virtual fish is trained with data collected from tens of fish collected locally from 

the upper Niagara River. Therefore, it is expected to show general behavior patterns and 

preferences similar to the emerald shiners. The trained virtual fish is coupled with a measured time 

series of Eulerian hydrodynamic field variables and the resulting average trend of virtual fish 
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behavior shown in Fig. 4.7 indicates that the virtual fish has learned the fish rheotaxis from real 

fish. Also, it clearly senses the velocity gradient in the physical model, as indicated by the tendency 

of swimming in or towards the designated fish passage area. This result demonstrates the potential 

for pre-installation evaluation of fish passage candidates using virtual fish. The average trend of 

the real fish trajectory indicates that the modular blocks used in the physical model are capable of 

creating a passage area that emerald shiners are likely to use, since they spent a majority of time 

either in the designated fish passage area or at the interface (where steep velocity gradients occur) 

between designated fish passage and challenged areas. 

4.4.3 Future Work 

4.4.3.1 Refine and Expand Training Inputs 

Virtual fish performance can be improved with refined and expanded training inputs. 

Hydrodynamic cues were extracted from LSPTV measurements with a grid cell of 15 mm (see 

section 3.1.1). Any complex water movement such as turbulence or swirling smaller than the size 

of a grid cell cannot be detected. More detailed hydrodynamic cues that are measured with finer 

grid size would provide more discriminative spatial stimuli as fish perception, which may improve 

model performance. 

Two aspects of virtual fish perception can be incorporated in the future. First, it could be 

helpful to integrate the temporal variation of spatial hydrodynamic cues into inputs. A simple ANN 

with fish prior swimming speed and direction as input can achieve a prediction accuracy of 

approximately 55%, which indicates that temporal information flow is an important factor for fish 

path-choosing decisions. Temporal-spatial correlation has been proved to be successful in 

applications of precipitation nowcasting (Shi et al., 2015) and human activity recognition 

(Donahue et al., 2017; Zhang and Tian, 2017). Second, introduction of stochasticity into the model 
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also could be useful. Animal behavior shows randomness originating from internal state changes 

(Bodova et al., 2017). The definition of fish holding position incorporates randomness into the 

problem formulation, but the statistical model is less powerful in estimating this type of fish 

behavior compared to others. Holding position is an intermittent behavior in the upstream 

migration process, which can effectively break fish directional momentum (Bartumeus, 2009; 

Reynolds and Frye, 2007); thus, the ANN-only configuration with temporal only inputs performs 

poorly. With integration of spatial input, the CNN-ANN model can achieve better accuracy. Fish 

is a multimodal sensory organism, other spatial inputs such as visual perception and smelling, the 

food distribution and the presence of other fish or predators can have impact on virtual fish 

behavior. 
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4.5. Conclusions 

A state-of-the-art deep learning technique is employed to build a virtual fish model in this study, 

as a component of fish passage design. A hybrid model architecture integrating ANN and CNN is 

proposed. The hybrid model takes advantage of the temporal information flow of the fish trajectory 

and the spatial information flow of hydrodynamic cues. With 1218 training examples (244 

seconds), the model can learn from pure laboratory observations of fish path-choosing behavior, 

without the need for hand-picked features, and predict the likelihood of fish action based on the 

local hydrodyamic state. The achieved accuracy of over 60% suggests that the deep learning 

technique is promising in developing virtual fish. Also, the virtual fish trajectory trend in physical 

modeling shows that the virtual fish learned general behavior patterns such as rheotaxis and 

preferring a lower velocity region in a designated fish passage design from the real fish experience. 

A virtual fish with high prediction accuracy can then be coupled with computational fluid 

dynamics (CFD) simulation of fish passage candidates to assess their performance before 

installation. To facilitate future study on virtual fish development, a set of training data2 is provided 

along with the study. 

2 Data download link: https://github.com/jundongq/VirtualFish/tree/master/Data. 
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Chapter 5. Summary 

The velocity barrier along the channelized seawall in the Niagara River near Buffalo, New York 

poses a threat to migration of emerald shiners to Lake Erie. The need for a site-specific corridor 

and species-specific fish passage is the motivation for the current study. A conceptual design for 

an unconfined fish passage is proposed and assessed via numerical and physical modeling, 

according to a framework of fish passage design and evaluation that is proposed for general 

adoption for fish passage problems. Numerical modeling results show that the unconfined fish 

passage is able to slow the current velocity sufficiently to allow the target species (emerald shiners) 

to migrate upstream. Furthermore, physical modeling results show that the emerald shiners are 

willing to choose the designated fish passage area as a passage or resting area. This study makes 

the following contributions: 

1. A new physical modeling methodology and associated data analysis scheme is developed 

to make concomitant measurements of fish movement and the surrounding hydrodynamic 

environment. This new approach couples the LSPTV, Faster R-CNN and motion tracking 

techniques. It enables the simultaneous measurements of flow motion and fish movement and 

swimming trajectory. LSPTV provides measurements of the complex 2-D hydrodynamics created 

by fish passage design candidates in experimental settings along with fish behavior observation. 

The new fish detection model is able to recall over 90% of fish locations in the same video clips 

as used for LSPTV analysis. A fish detection model coupled with a background-foreground 

subtraction method produces a fish trajectory analysis that includes reliable fish path-choosing 

information. This new methodology facilitates research on fish-flow interactions. 

2. An existing 2-D shallow water model of the upper Niagara River is extended to provide 

a much finer spatial scale (similar to the normal fish size) in the region close to the Broderick Park 
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seawall. A new calibration is shown to produce more accurate results in terms of predicting flow 

velocity and volumetric flow rate, compared to Allen et al. (2017). Riverbed roughness plays 

significant roles in improving the model in terms volumetric flow rate, and riverbed and seawall 

geometry details have critical influence on local depth-average velocity. 

3. An unconfined fish passage structure is proposed, which is a new alternative to 

conventional designs that usually involve closed conduits. The unconfined structures not only 

create passageways for migrants, but also allow them to swim into or out of fish passage structure 

along the length of the seawall, according to needs. 

4. Physical modeling is proposed as a critical step in fish passage design. Although 

numerical modeling results examine the velocity reduction scenarios of fish passage candidates, 

direct observation of fish choices is needed to decide whether a design is preferred by the target 

species. The physical modeling results shows that a combination of trapezoidal modular blocks 

installed along the edge of channel can reduce the flow velocities near the wall, and that emerald 

shiners are willing to utilize the passage area. 

5. The unconfined fish passage project explores the practice of integrating fish passage 

with a riverbank stability project. The integration adds significant ecological values to a riverbank 

by slowing down flow velocity and creating local environment heterogeneity. 

6. A fish passage connectivity parameter, which is a function of fish sustainable swimming 

capability, is proposed to roughly distinguish between the fish passage design candidates. 

7. A virtual fish model is developed by deep learning methods based on a dataset developed 

with laboratory data. The trained model predicts fish path-choosing decisions such as swimming 

forward and making turns at an accuracy of approximately 60%. The virtual fish coupled with a 

time series of Eulerian flow field conditions shows a general similar swimming preference to real 
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fish in the physical model. This result shows that the deep learning technique holds promises in 

developing a smart virtual fish. 

In sum, the fish passage for emerald shiners along the Niagara River serves as a prototype 

for the proposed framework of fish passage design and evaluation presented herein. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A. Emerald Shiner Morphology and Life History 

Emerald shiners are largely found in surface water of lakes and associated estuaries in North 

America (Campbell and MacCrimmon, 1970). In the food web, emerald shiners not only serve as 

important prey species (Cooper, 1936; Pothoven et al., 2009), but also contribute to pelagic 

biomass (Hartman et al., 1992; Schaeffer et al., 2008). Studies on the biology and life history of 

emerald shiners report that temperature and life stage have an impact on spatial distribution and 

habitat preference (Campbell and MacCrimmon, 1970; Flittner, 1964; Fuchs, 1966; McCormick 

and Kleiner, 1976). Emerald shiner spawning occurs from June to August, when the surface water 

temperature reaches approximately 20°C (Campbell and MacCrimmon, 1970; Flittner, 1964). 

After that, the fries grow quickly from around 4 mm in length to 9 mm in 11 days (Flittner, 1964), 

and reach 50 mm in length on average by mid-November (URS, 2005). The rapid growth in the 

first several months (from June to mid-November) can be explained by the match between 

temperature preference range from 19 to 29°C while growing (McCormick and Kleiner, 1976) and 

the water temperature (URS, 2005). Young-of-the-year emerald shiners can reach around 50 mm 

in body length, and at age 1 the mean body length is around 62.5 mm; at age 2 the mean body 

length can reach around 83.5 mm, and at age 3 it can reach 94.5 mm on average (Campbell and 

MacCrimmon, 1970). The body length can reach approximately 100 mm at its maximum (Flittner, 

1964). The lifespan of emerald shiners is about 2 to 3 years, and only a small fraction of them can 

live to the third summer. Emerald shiners have an elliptical, laterally compressed body form. The 

body form is a significant adaptation manifestation to high velocity water flow (FAO/DVWK, 

2002). Local emerald shiners in the upper Niagara River consists of approximate 40% young-of-

the-year, 40% at age 2 and 20% at age 3. Also, the average maximum length of local emerald 
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shiners is approximate 80 mm (internal comm.). Thus, the majority of the local emerald shiner 

population that need to overcome the hydrodynamic barrier have relatively smaller body length. 

Aquatic species migration is commonly related to life stages (spawning or growth), foraging, and 

water temperature change. Emerald shiners move between various habitats at different life stages 

and while environmental temperature changes (Flittner, 1964). A field investigation reported that 

the offshore occurrence of emerald shiners is constantly associated with surface water with 

temperature higher than 19°C (Schaeffer et al., 2008), and Campbell and MacCrimmon (1970) 

discovered that emerald shiners move between Lake Simcoe, Canada and linked estuaries 

seasonally, following preferred temperature. In early spring, the emerald shiners in Lake Simcoe 

were found to move to the mouth and lower reaches of creeks, where the water temperature is 

approximately 4°C higher than in the lake. In early summer (June), emerald shiners are found to 

move back to the lake. The seasonal movement may explain the emerald shiners in the upper 

Niagara River attempting to swim back to Lake Erie in summer. Another hypothesis on the emerald 

shiners movement between Lake Erie and the upper Niagara River is that the emerald shiners 

merely spawn in the upper Niagara River in summer, and migrate back to Lake Erie after spawning 

(Pérez-Fuentetaja, 2013). The range of water temperatures in the upper Niagara River from June 

to August is from 18 to 27°C (URS, 2005), which is in the preferred range for emerald shiners. 

Despite the friendly temperature in the upper Niagara River, emerald shiners still are making 

efforts to swim back to Lake Erie. This phenomenon suggests that the temperature preference may 

not be the only factor affecting the seasonal movements of emerald shiners. The attempt to migrate 

to Lake Erie may be only for foraging, which is a commonly found phenomenon occurring with 

freshwater species (Lucas and Baras, 2001). Possibly, larvae drift for emerald shiners occurs 
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between Lake Erie and upper Niagara River as it happens to smelts. The upstream migration is 

merely a compensation for the downstream drift. 

Appendix B. Math behind Virtual Fish 

B. 1 Activation function, ReLU (Krizhevsky et al., 2012) is defined as 

(B.1) I(i2j) = max (0, i2j) 

in which i is the input of a data point, j is the virtual fish (deep learning) model parameters. i2j

indicates the input for each neuron in the neural network. ReLU is used to applied non-linear 

transformation for the input. 

B. 2 Softmax function 

Hp(q
rst)

M(N = @|i) = 
v Hp(q

rsu)∑wx5 

It indicates the probability of the predicted action given input X. 

B. 3 Cross-entropy 

, I78 @ = 0, 1, 2, 3 (B.2) 

#(M, z; j) = −M ∙ >7B (z(V; j)) (B.3) 

where p indicates the true distribution of fish action types, and q is the computed fish action 

distribution. #(M, z; j) measures the extent to which the difference between true and computed 

fish action distribution given dataset V and model parameter j. Therefore, cross-entropy is chosen 

as the error function in the virtual fish model. 

B. 4 Elastic Net 

(B.4) Z1|j| + Z,|j| 
, 
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where |j| is named as L1-norm penalty and |j| , is named as L2-norm penalty. Z1 and Z, are 

hyper-parameters that are tuned during training. With elastic net regularization, the error function 

is updated as 

(B.5) #(M, z; j) = −M ∙ >7 B}z(V; j)~ + Z1|j| + Z,|j| 
, 

B. 5 Optimizer, RMSprop, is a resilient backpropagation method to update model parameters used 

in mini-batch stochastic gradient descent algorithm. 

U# 

j�f1 = j� − Ä 
Uj�f1 (B.6) 

Uj , D)
, + 0.1(

U# 

in which Ä is learning rate, which determines the update rate of model parameters during training. 

]Ö is the slope of error function with respect to model parameter at time D + 1, and Ñ is a small 

Å0.9SHFA9z)F8H(
U# 

Uj�
), + Ñ 

]s�f1 

constant to ensure numerical stability. Å0.9SHFA9z)F8H(]Ö 

]s�
), + Ñ is a moving 

]s 
, D), + 0.1(

]Ö 

average of the squared gradient with respect to j. 
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